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History Given to
LETTER OF ·THANKS TO WHITMORE
Readers Dec. 9
FOR NINTH'S ASSISTANCE.
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Another of the unusual shots made by William Hilton, Pitts. burgh Chapter, at the Second Annual Reunion banquet. Seated
from left to right: Mrs. Henry Rigby, Lt. Gen. "Lightning Joe"
Collin., principal speaker for the occasion; Judge Rodney Ross,
toastmaster; . Major General Louis A. Craig at the microphone;
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"Red" Smythe's
Football Career
~Js p.. u t On Radio
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BEAUTIFUL TRIBUTE PAID TO THE IMMORTAL REMAINS
OF CARL SHERIDAN WHEN RECEIVED FOR FINAL BU·
RIAL IN THE SOIL OF HIS OWN BELOVED AMERICA.
Thanks to John H. Whitmore, member of the Board
of Governors, Calvert Court Apts., B-3, Baltimore 18, Md.,
The Octofoil is in receipt of this cut of Carl Sheridan. Also
accompanying the cut is a very interesting story and many
newspaper clippings prepared by Whitmore.

MARYLAND CHAPTER BURIES CARL V. SHERIDAN
Written Exclusively

Upon learning Mrs.
Doris
Crompton had been .elected the
ltight Worshipful L~dy Mayor of
-'.WinChester., England, Maj or Ge·n.
.'l'
Manton S. Eddy addressed the fol.'. .
lowing letter to Mrs. Crompton:
:
My dear Mrs. Crompton:
1
I wish to extend to ~'ou, both
~,
for myself and for all the American soldiers who served under my
command while I was stationed in
Hampshire County and '\Vinchester, our most hearty congratula~
tions upon your inauguration as
the first woman Mayor of the
beautiful and ancient city of
:Winchester.
The soldiers of the Ninth Infantry Division (If the United
States Army will never forget the
warm hospitality and patience with
which the people of Winchester
received our intrusion into your
cit)r. I can assure you and all of
the good citiiens of Winchester
that to many of us .Winchester
will always be a sec-ond home. Our
admiration for you, our English
friends, is even greater today
than it was in the days during the
war. We only hope that we can
meet again under more happy circumstances in the not too distant
future.
With my very best wishes for
a l~,ng and successful administration,.... l remain,
Faithfully yours,
M. S. EDDY,
Major General, G. S. C., Chief of
Information.
The Right Worshipful the Lady
Mayor of Winchester,
12 Kingagate Street,
.Winchester, England.

t

THE MAYOR'S ANSWER
CITY OF WINCHESTER,
TEL. 36.
THE ABBEY HOUSE,
WINCHESTER.
My dear General Eddy:
Please accept my warmest
thanks for YOul' very kind lett-er
of 6th November, extending- your
congratulations and those of all
who served under your comman 1,
upon my inauguration as the first
woman Mayor of Winchester. It
is an honor of which I am naturally proud, and I can assure you
that. of all the numerous congratuiatiolls ;L have receiyed, n~nehas
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W rites a N ice Letter

Mr", Lewis G. -Phillips, 1857
Jefferson Ave., St. Paul 5, Minn.,
the father of Lewis H. Phillips,
Co. K, 47th, who was killed in
Germany Sept. 17, 1944, writes a
nice lette'r to The OctofoH and
says someone sent a November issue of the paper and both he and
Mrs. Lewis enjoyed reading it.
Mr. Lewis' asks if they are eligible to subscribe to The Octofoil.
Most assuredly they are-and it's
a shame more members don't pay
their dues so the Association finances would be such as the Publication Committee could send
The Odofoil gratis to all of those
deserving next-of-kin.
No Dues-No Octo foil

giv·en me greater pleasure than.
yours.
As you well know, the so1d:iers
(If the Ninth Infantry Division
were very welcome here; we made
many lasting friendships with
them and are delighted to know
that they look upon Winchester as
a second home. -They ce'rtainly
brought to our City some of the
happiest days it has ever known,
and I am deeply conscious of the
great debt of gratitude we owe to
you in this respect.
The behaviour of your men during the'ir stay in our midst was exemplary, and they set a -high
standard and paved the way for
other Divisions which followed,
but the Ninth held a special
place in our hearts and 1\re regarded it as OU1' own. Weare always very pleased to see any of
them again, and I am glad to say
some have paid us return visits
from Germany and . from the
U+1ited States.
We~re all looking forward to
the time when you yourself can
come and see us, when I hope that
Mrs. Eddy will be with you, and
I do hope I shall have the pleasure of .entertaining you both during .myyea~· QJ office as Mayor.
With 'kindest regards-and again
my best thanks fo-l'~ll ;)'our good
wishe~,

Yours very sincerely,
DORIS CROMPTON,
~--_.-~_.~'-.
Mayor.

Octofoil about 'an interest! g radio program he rec-ently heard.
The program was "The Inside
of Sports'" and the intel'esting
feature' was the dramatization of
the 1922 Army-Navy football
classic. Navy had won the tilt
for three years. This year (1922)
the result was diff-er·ent due in a
large part to a fleet Army back
who made many sensational runs.
Red Smythe was the back's n3.me.
He later became our (lwn Brig.
Gen. George ,V. Smythe, one-time
commander of the 47th Regt.
The final score of this game in
1922 was Army, 17; Navy, 14.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Joe Thornton's Dad
Wants You to Write
The following notice appeared
in the Nov. 29 issue of Army
Times:
THORNTON, Pic. Joseph E.,
Jr., Co. C, 39th Inf., Ninth Div.,
First Army. killed between Aachen and Duren, Germany, Feb.
20, 1945; buried in Henri-Chappelle CemeterYJ B-elgium. Letters
from comrades and details of
service and death will be deeply
appreciated' by '£ather, Dr. J. E.
Thornton; Sr., 627 Emmett St.,
Palatka, Fla.
.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Bob Smith Looking
For H IS
- Old S U dd ies
The following notice appe'ared
in the December issue of th-e VFW
Foreign Service:
.
Co. G, 39th Inf.-W-ould like to
heal' from any old timers who
served with me in Africa andEu~
rope. Robert L. Smith, 156 AlgieI' Blvd., Bellevue, Ohio.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

5,000 NAMES TAKEN OFF

THE OCTOFOIL LIST
Secretary Tingley was for-cedto
withdraw from The Octofoil mailing list almost 5,0'00 names of former members this month because
they failed to pay dues in 1947.
Any member in good standing'
who contacts any of these delinquents and hears them singing the
blue'S about not getting an Octofoil, pl-ease explain to them why.
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The Maryland Chaptel' of the Ninth Division Association laid
in its final resting
place the body of Carl
V. Sherid.an, Pfc., 47th
Infantry, on November 15, 1947. One of
Baltimore's three Congressional Medal of
Honor winners, Sheridan's funei'a1 attracted' Ninth Division notables as wen as many
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BALTIMORE, MD. - (Special
to The Octofoil.)-:-The first 12,000 words of the final history
text were g"iven to the proofl"eaders on December 9th. This portion of "Eight Stars to Victory"
is being followe'd with other sections, each of which will he ready
for the Heel' Printing Company
after final proofing.
Upon completion -of the preliminary draft text, each chapter
must be checked for "accuracy
and balance" bv membe'l's of the
History Commi"He. After being
rewritten to con form with
changes, the text is ready for fi~
nal proofreading. While all this
entails some time, it will insure
that the Ninth Division History is
a professional volume one
worthy of the unit it portrays.

The Octofoil by JOHN H. WHITMORE.
.
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Marked by simplicity, the funeral commenced at Seitz Funeral Home in Baltimore in a neighborhood which produced
two C.M.H. winners
and three D.S.C.s.
The services were
-opened by the reading
of a letter from the
Presid-ent of the United States, followed
by compliments made
for the Governor of
CARL V. SHERIDAN
Maryland.
GENERAL SMYTHE ATTENDS
Brig. Gen. George W. Smythe, famous Raider. The V. F. W. bfChief of Staff, Third Army, and ficial burial ceremony was t.~ed
Pfc. Sheridan's formel; command- and included a male 5010, "Holing officer, continued the services dier Boy." A rifle salute and t.Qps
with a bri-ef account of the de- concluded the service.
ceased's action at Frenzenberg KILLED 26 NOVEMBER 1944
Castle, which won for him the naPfc. Carl V. Sheridan was
tion's highest award.
killed in action on 26 Novemher,
GeneTal Smythe said the flow- 1944 when his company assaulted
ers, flags and speeches were .in- Frenzenberg Castle near WeisVleiadequate tribute and called atten- leI', Gel'many. The only entral~~
tion to the unknown. numbers (If to the Castle was a barricaded
men who are alive today because oaken door across a 20-foot moat
of Sheridan's valiant fighting. He andover a drawbridge. Sherillan
stated that these men are the trib- dashed across a courtyard through
ute and the peace that will pre- a hail of fire and began firing his
vail in the world.
.
bazooka at the door from behind
COL. VAN HOUTENSPEAKS
a waist-high wall around the
Speaking for Maj. Gen. Man- moat. Having only one round left
tonS. Eddy, who was unavoidably and knowing it must count, he
absent, Colonel John Van Houten, rushed opposite the door from his
former chief of~ staff, Ninth Di- prot-ected .position and fired at
vision, declared that Carl Sheri- point blank range. Then drawing
dan's action at Frenzenberg Cas- his pistol he started to lead the
tle had a large be'aring on the attack through the demolished endislodgm-ent of the enemy west of trance, but was struck and inthe RoeI' River and the ultimate stantly killed.
defeat of the German Army. He OTHER 9TH MEN ATTEND
pointed out that with the loss of
Ninth Division members ac(~m
the Castle the position of the ene- panying General Smythe and Colmy was untenable and they were onel Van Housten were Lt. Col.
forced to withdraw east, across Feil, f-ormer Division' G-3, and
the river into Dur-en.
Major John Whitmore, former
HUNDREDS STAND IN LINE
Go-Devil S-3.
At the conclusion of the serv- HONORARY GUARDS
ices at the funeral home the body
The honorary guards ~re:
was removed to the street where Charles Gill, Clyde Williams, Wilhundreds of mourners stood at at- liam Zimmerman, Charles Horton,
tention in a downpour of rain.
Thomas Beers, Morris Sober,
Eight members of the Maryland George Barker and Leo Haas.
Chapter acting as a guard (If honor accompanied the bronze casket
Among the other data sent to
to a waiting hearse and the mo- The Octofoil by Whitmore were
torcade moved to Druid Ridge sev.eral impressive pictures taken
Cemetery for final burial.
of the group sunounding SheriV. F. W. POST NAMED FOR
dan's casket. These pictures were
CARL SHERIDAN
received too late to process into
'Services at the grave were cuts since this issue of The Octoconducted by the V. F. W. Sheri- foil was set forward a few days
dan-Hood Post, named after the
.(Continued on Page 3).
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The .ff'da! puLlieati• • •f .he N •••L f.fa"ey Div'.'., A'••dati•••
offices located in the Army War College, Fourth and "P" Streets,S. W.,
Washington, D. C. Single copy price of this publication is 10 cents per
issue, or by mail, 60 cents per year, payable in advance. Subscribers should
notify this office promptly of any change in address.

Published each month by and for the members of the Ninth Infantry
Division Association. News articles, feature stodes, photographic or art matedal from members wilJ be welcomed and every effort will be made to return
photographic and art work in good condition. Please address all communications to The Octo foil, 337 South High Street, Room 318, Columbus, Ohio.
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Ey.tI-act from the certificate of incorporation of the Ninth Infantry
Division Association: "This Association is formed by the officers and men
of the Ninth Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our
fallen comrades, to preserve the esprit de corps of the Division, to assist in
promoting an everlasting world peace exclusively by means of educational
activities and to serve as an information bUI"eau to members and former
members or the Division."

t

Adverth.ing Rates will he furnished upon request. Write Paul S. Plunkett,
337 SoutIt High Street, Room 318. Columbus, Ohio.
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Enten'd as Second-Class Matter January 7, 19.7, at Postoffice,
Washington, D. C., under Act of March 3, 1879. Additional entry at Columbus, Ohio.
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GUYS TO WRITE IN
This Top Kick must be a product of the new Ninth Division.
Bay windows like this one never come from a "c" ratio diet members of the Ninth Infantry Division Association "thrived" on.
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Otto Sirovy, 150 Jackson gt.,
Jackson, Minn., addressed his letter of November 29, thusly:
Hello Fellows:
Enclosing check for $3.50 for
'48 dues. Received my copy of
the December Octofoil and was
glad t<> see so many news items
in it from former Co. C 47th
bo~'s.
I hope more of them get
on the ball and write letters to
The Octofoil. It's always quite a
thrill to me to rec~gnize the name
of a buddy in any issue.
One letter of particular interest to me was from Jack Lessotf,
formerly of my squad in Co. C,
47th. I would like to get- the address of Burton Anderson, former commander of C Co., 47th.
Wishing you all a
merry
Christmas a.nd prosperous New
Year, I remain,
..
A Buddy, "l!'
OTTOR~ -SIROVY.

APPLICATION BLANK

,~

CHAPLAIN PROPST
ENJOYS REUNIONS
A short nota from Chaplain
(Major) Cecil Loy Propst, 051145, Box 2501,-Hq, AF Technical Base, Wright Field, Dayton,
Ohio, advises how immensely he
enjoyed renewing old acquaintances at the New York and Columbus Reunions and he's planning now to be in Philadelphia.
Chaplain Propst is also anxious
to get. all the details con~el'l1ing
the French Fourragere award
made to the Ninth Division. Secretary Tingley has been asked to
furnish the good Chaplain with
the desired information.
He closes his letter by giving
The Octofoil a pat on the backsays he enjoys reading it very
much and that he has several hundred pictures taken between August 20, 1940, when he joined the
Ninth Division and August 20,
1945, when he left it in Germany
for the United States, and has
very kindly offered to allow The
Octofoil to use some ()f the interesting pictures in future editions.
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EDITORIAL AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES, WASHINGTON, D. C.
(Printed monthly at 337 S. High St., Room 318, Columbus, 0.)
Form Cards 3578 should be sent to P. O. Box 170., Washington 13, D. C.
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Give the coupon below to a fellow-member of the Division.
Better yet, fill it out for the new member of The Association and
then let him sign it in your presence.' Remember ! ! ! Every
member get. a new member in 1947 and 1948.

<i-

There are now two t~-pes of membership in the Ninth Infantry
Division Association:
1. By paying an :nit'.ation fee of five doilars ($5.00) you will
,
VOLUME 3
JANUARY, 19.8
NUMBER 1
be entitled to membership for the cUrrel!t year, !<;suance of a mem(.~..-..u
(~~( .....o-..(...-H..-.o"-"':~""(~J (}
~}~()"'(~i}~"""(.
bership card and lapel button and the nH)nthly publication for one
year. This type of membership dOf;s not entitle you to a copy of the
Division History. You would have to purchase such at the time of
publication.
{
2. By paying an initiation fee of ten dollars ($10.00) you will
be entitl~d to all the benefits as stated above, plus a· copy of the Di.~
THE
visiol.1 History, whicp we wij,l mail to' ~rou as 'soon as it is eompl!ett<!.
..,
No Dues-Nll~QCtOFOIL ,
~AnnuaL d:hes<ihthe A~S6ciationamoun,t~to three dol1~r~ 'a~d
fi.fty-ceiltii'\.('$~) P-' year, ·~hieh in,eludes the cos\ .()f the m-~ntnly MUST HAVEIE__~ EX-G. t;'"\~
publication.
.'
Note: Make check or money order payable to the SecretaryA man visiting a certain houseTreasurer, The Ninth Infantry Division Auodation, P. O. Box 1704, hold f-or the· first time found hi9
host was tbefathel' of three wild
j
THE
,. Washington (13), D. C.
"
Enclosed herewith is $10.00 in check-money order (cross out children. One child was busy
one) to coyer initiation fee for membership in the Ninth Infantry ripping the upholstery out of a
NINTH
Division Association, of which amount sixty ($0.60) is for one year's brand-new divan. A second child
.tsubscriptioJil to "The Octofoil." This $10.00 initiation fee also entitles was driving nails into an expenme to a copy of the Division History.
sive table and a third was swinging gaily from a chandelier.
The bewildered guest eyed the
~
~
(DATE)
youngster who was driving nails
~
My present address is: (Please print ~r typewrite.) into the furniture. He turned t<>
EXTEND TO MElllBERS OF
his host. HI say, don't you find
it l"ath-er expensive to let ~rour
Name
children play like that?"
THE NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION
MIDDLE
FIRST
LAST
"Not at all," he replied cheerfully. "I get the nails whole~.
ASSOCI,,1TION
~
R.F.D. or StreeL
_
sale."-Bluebird Briefs.
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HAPPY NEW YEAR. • •
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1
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City and State________
. ---------..---.--.--.-----------l\fy address while with the Ninth Infantry Division
was:

~

Organization __-'

Rank and Narne
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-----~-------

Signature
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LET1S CARRYON .••

Time Marches On! A New Yeor-1948-is beginning.
Many things have happened since Januory 1, 1943 when the
Ninth Infantry Division was recovering from its first experience under fire in far-away North Africa. Replacements were
arriving to take the places of those weld worked ond played
with at Fort Bragg who had been fhefirst victims of the enem/s shell bursts and machine gun fire. Thousands who celebrated the New Year 1943 with the Ninth Division are no
longer living-buried in far-away lands the victims of a war
prosecuted by power-drunken total itarians.
No one can oppreciate the desire for peacE' better than
a group of men who have suffered i-he untold ag()~lies of a liv
ing hell under fire in combcit in the most miserable of climates.
The Ninth Infantry Division Association is dedicl1ted tc)
trying to preserve the peace our buddies died ill an e;-fort to
secure. Let us in this year 1948 pattern our ';V2~ aftE'r the
life of our Savior, the Prince of Peace, as a monument to those
buddies whose lips are silenced. As a monument to their memory lees each and every member of the Association make an
effort to secure one more former Ninth Division man for membership in the Association that speaks as the greatest monument that could be constructed in memory of both the living
and the dead-who once made up that greatest of 011 fighting
Infantry Divisions-the Ninth-Hitler's Nemesis!
1

~~~~

§ Sixtieth History to .
Be Mailed When
2S Cents Sent In

Enclosed herewith is $5.00 in check or money order (cross out
one) to cover initiation fee for m.embeTShip in the Ninth Infantry
Division Association, of which amount sixty cents ($0.60) is for a
year's subscription to "The Octo foil." I understand that this initiation' fee does NOT entitle me to a copy of th'e Divisi~n History.

~
~§

§

.

l

(DATE)

My present address is: (Please print or typewrite) :

l

N anle

.

... __._ ._-

LAST

FIRST

R.F.D. or Street
City and State

.. __ --.__ --

MIDDLE

Board at its last meeting had
to discontinue the practice.
How-ever. instructions were
issued to Secretary Charles
O. Tingley, P. O. Box 1704,
Wa~hington 13. D. C., to
mail the history to all mem-

I

I'

§
§

bers sending in 25 cents in I'
coin or .tamps to pay for
the postage and shipping
carton.
Any member who
has not yet received his 60th
History and sends 25 cent. .
will receive immediately his
. copy. Not only 60th or formejl" 60th men are eligible to
receive the book, but any 9th
or former 9th man, as well
as next-of-kin may write in
for this interesting book.

..._---. §

._.
.

.--------------.-----.

~

The Association has Gnanced the mailing of several hundred copies of the
60th Regt. History. The manilla envelopes and postage ~
has begun to run into real
figures. For that reason the

§

~

--

_

l\Iy address whjle with the Ninth Infantry Division
was:

Organization
(Signature)

I
§
§

t
§
§
§

Do not confuse this sm~1
booklet with the 400-page
9th Division history being
prin~ed by Heer Co. now.
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NEW YORK CHAPTER WILL HOLD M. DAVIDE WIENER ARRANGES A
ANOTHER BIG DANCE THIS SPRING GET.TOGETHER WORTH GOING TO
. Calvin Polivy, 1875 University -:Ave., New York 53,
N.Y., and president of the Greater New York Chapter of
( the Ninth Infantry Division Association, sends in the following interesting ne"vs notes for this month:
The Greater New York Chapter held another me.eting Nov. 28,
1£147, at the Hotel Times Square,
4;3rd St. and 8th Ave. The Chapter has engaged Room M-3 as a
meeting place at the hotel for the
fourth Friday ·of each month. The
m.eeting was well att.ended and the
beer and sandwiches served made
a big hit with the gang.
SPRING DANCE
Plans are taking shape for a
Spring Dance to be held on a Saturday night in April, 1948, if a
~mitable hall can be obtained. The
Fall Dance held last October was
such a success, some of th-e more
optimistic members predict
a
turnout of more than 1,000 at
the next affair. Suggestions and
volunteers to serve on the various
committees are .earnestly solicited.
CANCEL MEETING
During the month of Decemher, due to the holiday season, no
Chapter meeting will be held. Instead, on December 28, 1947. SunJay afternoon, from 2 p. m. until () :30 p. m. a social and card
party 'will be given by the Chapter at the Hotel Times Square,
4:lrd St, and 8th Ave., New York
City. Refreshments ,vill be seTved
anci the ladies ,vill have another
opportunity to get together for an
enjoyable session.
Make your
}>lans now to come to the Sunday
afternoon social on Decen.ber 28
at the Hotel Times Square. Tell
your wife {)1' girl fricl1d (or
hoth!) to remind you to attend.
We hope to show the Ninth Division in action. Major General
Stroh advises the combat films
will be available. Through the
courtesy of Paul S. Plunl{ett of
the Columbus (0.) Chapter 1,000
feet of Technicolor film showing
the parade and Memorial Services
at the second annual reunion held
in Columbus, will be shown. Wal-

tel' Mahon, Chicago, second vice,.
president of the National Associ,.
ation made these films and presented a set to the Columbus
group.
GETTING RESULTS
Our membership
drive
has
been producing exceUent results.
Ex-Ninth men on our mailing list
who have not yet sent in their
dues for 1948 should realize that
this is the last "free" issue of The
Octofoil they will receive. S.end
in that $3.50 now before you forget it. Make your check or your
money -order payable to Greater
New York Chapter, Ninth Infantry Division Association, and mail
it to the Chapter, c1'tre P. O. Box
1168, Grand Central Station, New
York City. Remember, no duesno membership privileges after
January 1st! Send in your dues
now and be assured of your copy
of The Octo foil so that you will
be able to keep informed of the
Division Association's activities.
NON-MEM13ERS WELCOME
vVhether vou are a memb.er or
not, you are welcome to the December Sunday afternoon social.
Meet your bucidies and plan to attend the Third Annual Reunion in
Philadelphia in July, 1948.
SEE YOU AT THE SUNDAY
GET-TOGETHER
ThOE'e of our buddies who
haven't been able· to come to the
Friday evening meetings should
be very happy to come to the
Sunday Afternoon Social and
bring 'the "better-half."
On behalf of all of th.e members of the New York ChaptCl',
we wish to convey our sincere
wishes for a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all.
CALVIN POLIVY,
President, Greater New York
Chapter.

Photo taken of several E Co., 47th men, while attending the
Second Annual Reunion in Columbus. Wiener is holding a newspaper with a five-column caption: HE Co., 47th Inf., 9th Div. Takes
Columbus."
M. Davide Wiener, 37 W. 39th one. The more the better. Liquor,
St., New York City, and a live- beer, pretzels and sandwiches will
wil'e in the New York Chapter, be plentiful.
has planned a Reunion of former
All interested please contact me
E Co., 47th men, for Friday evening, January 2:3, 1948, at 8 at once at my home at 255 West
End Ave., New Yorlt City. Father
o'clock.
De Laura will attend if at all posDEFINITE PLANS MADE
Wiener savs there's been talk sible.
of this Ret-t~gether for the past
Some will remember me as
year and now he's made it his "Happy" Wien~r, and my last
business to set a definite date.
alias, M. Davide Wiener.
Twenty-two men from E Co.,
I will have to know by the 15th
47th attended the Columbu::> Reunion and Davide believes it is a of January exactly how we stand
record. Can any othel' group show so I can notify everyone-whether they come from far or near and
him up? If you can sound off.
I am sure we will have plenty of
Quoting from Wiener's letter: guests from Connecticut, MassaOn Friday evening, 8 o'clock,
chusetts, New Jersey and PennsylJanuary 23, place as yet undecided, former E Co. men' of the vania.
There will be representation
47th will be my guests. I have
been in constant contact with at from the days at Fort Bragg up
least eight or ten fellows, like until the date of breaking up the
John Travelese (barber), Johnny
Sarao, Bill Larson, Joe Von Acken outfit. Everybody will have plenty
and· others, and I know they will of· friends whether they know me
attend. We are looking for every- personally or not.

Sheridan Honored
(Condr.ued flom Page 1)
on account of the Christmas holidays.
LETTER FROM V. F. W. POST
In a letter addressed to Whitmore and signed by Thomas M.
Bailey, commander of SheridanHood Post 3065, V. F. W., the
commander, among other things,
has this to say:
I wish to take this opportunity
to convey the Post's thanks and
gratitude for the services that
you and the members of the Ninth
Division Association afforded this
Post on the affair of last Saturday.
.
We are in receipt of quite a
few commendable reports for the
conductance of the Final Honor
Rites afforded Pfc. Carl V_ Sheddan, but we feel that it wouldn't
have be.en so commendable without your help and assistance.
BEAUTIFUL POEM
In a handbo-ok put out by the
Baltimore V. F. W. Post the following poem is printed:
In

Flanders Fields the poppies
blow
Between the crosses, row on
row
That m~d\: our plac.e; and in
the sky
The larks, still bravely singing,
flv
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the dead. Short days ago
\Ve lived, felt drawn, saw sunset
.
glo\v,
Lovei and were loved, and now
'Ye lie
In Flanders Fields.
Tak.e up our quarrel with the foe:
To ~'ou from failing hands. \ve
throw
The torch; be yours to hold it
high.
If ye break faith with us who
die
We shall not sleep, though poppies
grow
'
In Flanders Fields.
- John McCrae.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

THAT LAD IN
PHILLY REALLY
CHAPTER -IS
liON THE BEAM~'

Driv~ Fer

'48 Dues Being .Made By Officers GREATER DETROIT
Of the Greater New ,yp.. k "9th Div. ·Chapter OFF TO A WONDERFUL BEGINNING
~{.f···
...
~J .'Georg~ ~f'(J~an,seere!tary'. ()f
the Greater New York Chaptel',
submits to The Octofoil the following interesting notes:
The New York Chapter is putting on a drive for the men to
pay '48 dues. The response h
most gratifying, and with .each
payment of dues there is a short
llote telling how much they enjoy
l'eading The Octofoil.
Attached is a Christmas greeting card received fr-Olll S-Sgt.
Tony Lappas, RA 11183085, 7822
SeD, APO 407-A, care Postmastel', New York, N. Y.:
CHRISTMAS PEACE
May the glory that is
Christmas
Be reflected in your day,
And the blessings of the
New Year
Bring much happiness your way.
Tony complains about not receiving recent issues of The Oc:"
tofoil. Back issues have been sent
to him and Secretary Tingley has
corr.ected his new Army address
~)}1 the files at headquart.ers.
The f'Ollowing notes 31'e excerpts from letters sent to the
New York s-ecretary l'ec~11tly:
I'j. H. Spink, 5 Allen St., Batavia, N. Y., sends his '48 dues,
and states there are a few 9th
Medics in his town and they get
together monthly.
Jack E. Parish, Rivers~de Dr.,
Ogdensburg, N. Y.,advises that
he doesn't want to miss "The Octofoil and sends $3.50 to back up
his statement. Leo Henry and Bob
Woodside of Rome, N. "\'., paid
Jack a visit a short time ago.
Parish and McConville rounded up
some more ex-9th men and represented the 9th Division when a
former Division man, Dale D.
Kerr, Lisbon, N. Y., was returned
from Europe for final burial. McConville is planning to attend a
New York Chapter meeting. (How
about our Social on Decentber 28,
1947?
Bring your wife, girl
friend, sweetheari:-or all three.)
As much as Parish wou!d like to
attend a New York Chanter m.eeting his service station keeps him
busy. He's one man to remember
if they start rationing gas again.
IN MOVIE BUSINESS
Robert ¥larsk, 105
Bennett
Ave., who is with 20th CenturyFox, is one of the many who sent
check for dues in order to receive
The Octofoil. He is continually in
and out of the country and it has
hindered him from attending the
Chapter meetings.

..

'>ft"

..

.. HAS AN ALLY IN OTTOSI.

HOPE TO MAKE· AMEETINC
Harry A. Pavlusk, 608 E. 13th
St., New York, and Anthony Gangore, 18 Judge St., Brooklyn, advise that their business hours keep
them from attending m.eetingsbut they are looking forward to
the first opportunity to attend.
But irrespective of working hours,
they found time to s'2nd in their
1948 dues.
Several membel:'s have written
asking if the initial $10 covers the
cost of the Division History. In
order to clear up any doubt in
anyone's mind, the answer is
YES. When you paid the $10 it
entitled you to "8 Stars to Victory" without any further payment. Additional copies are $5
each.
No Dues-No Octofoil

Joseph T. Casey, 8621 Colfax, Detroit; Mic~., secretary of the Greater Detroit Chapter of the Ninth Infantry
Division Association, submits this simplified form to The
Octofoil in an effort to help get those 194&dues in:
MEMBERSHIP DUES-1948

I RV FEI ~pBIETRCBH IONUG!
TH ERE

Enclos-~iCi~··~y-money order or cheek for $3.50 for
my 1948 dues and for the monthly issues of my Octofoil.

A short note from Irv Feinberg,
meluber of the Gr.eater New
York Chapter Board of Governors, sounds mighty good. Irv says
he r-ecently signed up as new members five of his former buddies
from the 2nd Bn., 47th. They are:
Frank Cruz, 531 W .. 143rd St.,
New York City.
Abe Stolowitz, 711 St. Marks
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
John Sullivan, 3520 Perry Ave.,
Br-onx, N. Y.
Richard Koenig, 145-05 97th
Ave., Jamaica, L. 1., N. Y.
Al T. Hasiotis, 606 W. 191st
St., New York City.
Feinberg says showing them a
copy of The Octofoil helped a lot
in securing the new members. And
to top it all off, he says there'll
be at least five mor.e new members
sent in by him pretty soon.
Irving is also cou-tacting Major
General Stroh in order to secure
the Ninth Division combat films
for an .early showing in the Big
Town.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Among other items in Casey's --.--.-....- - - - - - . - - - - - - - - letter, he has the following to say troit will have a medium of perrelative to the initial meeting of petuating the comradeship of men
the Greate1.· Detr-oit Chapter:
who lived, fought and died in the
The first m.eeting of members Ninth Infantry Division.
of the Ninth Infantry Division
The temporary committ.ee apwho live in and near Detroit, was peals to every Michigan veteran
held on Sunday afternoon, Dec. of the Ninth to come to this next
7. Most of the boys have been .meeting.
back home two J-ears or so, and
The time is Sunday afternoon,
introduced themselves and won- January 11, at .3 :00 P. M. The
del'.ed why this me.eting· hadn't place is 19720 Oakland, near the
been held sooner.
State Fair Grounds.
TWO NEVI MEMBERS
Let's all see each other there!
A numher of excellent ideas for
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
future meetings regarding social
FO .R 5
and other activities were dis- SUBSCRIBES
cussed.
YRS. TO OCTOFOI L
Two n.ew members were brought
to the first meeting and will reClyde N. Johnson, 198 Perry
ceive their first copy of The Octofoil. There are many more veter- St., Struthers, Ohi-o, believ€s in
Sen<iing a postoffice
ans of the Ninth Division in the security.
Detroit area who have y€t to money order to The Octofoil, he
learn of the Ninth Division As- says: "This will be credited to my
acconnt and secure my paid-up
sociation.
subscription to T)1e Octofoil for
ENTHUSIASTIC
Detroit has a very enthusiastic the next five years."
No DU2s-No OCTOFOIL
membership committee. Everyone
pre~ent resolved to contact sever- MRS. ETHEL MILES
SUBSCRIBES FOR PAPER
al other memDersand personally
A. short note from Mrs. Ethel
inVIte them to the next meetingeven offering to drive them to the lVn1e::: , South Orrington, Maine,
meeting (in an automobile, of thanks The Octofoil for the notice run in a recent issue and encourse !)
Details such as nominating per- closed $1 as a subscription 'for
manent officers, drawing up ap- The Octofoil.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
plication for a charter, forming an
ehtertainment committee, and to
If it v.el'en't for paying taxe3,
plan the many other activties are
still incomplete. But these angles many of us could pay Oul' bills
are rapidly taking shape so De- on time.

Retilembe'r the
Social "sid
Card p":J~ty
The time and date is Dec.
2S, 1947-2 P. M. to 6:30
P. M., at the Hotel Times
Square, 43rd St. and 8th
Ave., New York City.
Read Cal Polivy's news
write up for further details.

Name
Last

R. F. D. or Street
City
(

(

First

l\Iiddle
-------.---.. -------~-------

,
..
Zone .
State. ,----------.
) This is the same address that is on this January,
1948, issue of The Octofoil.
) This is my new address. l\'Iy former address
was:

ROVY FROM OUT IN JACK·
SON, MINN.'
The Octofoil's "Anonymous"
friend fro111 Philadelphia come
through right on schedule with his
$1 monthly contribution for the
Gold Star Mothers' and Dads' Entertainment Fund for the Philadelphia Reunion.
Later a postal card addressed
to Secretary Tingley, Glenn O.
l\Ioore a11d PallI S. Pltlnk·ett \vere
received from the lad soliciting
theil' cooperation to the fund. He
advises many more similar cards
were sent out during the past
month.
The Philadelphia member has
~n ally this month in Otto R. Si·
rovy, 150 Jackson St., Jacksol1,
Minn. Otto s,ent in his contribution shortly after the donation
from Philadelphia was received.
All moneys received so far have
been
forwarded
to
Secretary
Tingley for safe keeping until the
July Reunion.
WHAT'S WRONG IN Pf!lILLY
"Anonymous" also wants to
know what's wrong in Philly-no
regular rneetings being held. Go
down to 918 Land Title Bldg., and
crawl all over National President
Henry Rigby's frame about that.
However, maybe Rigby's apparent lack of int-erest during the past
fey,r weeks is excusable-he's been
expecting twins at his home for
the past few days. In all probability the blessed event is ov.er by
the time this appeal'S in print and
he'll get his f.eet back on the
ground and carryon hencefctth.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Albert Stillman's Wife
Sends a Nice Letter
Agnes Stillman, wife of Pic.
Albert C. Stillman, 3355519, MP
PIt., 9th Div., writes a nice It tter
to The Odofoil ann asks for s( meone who knew Al to write nme
of the details surrounding' his
death. Al was in 'Africa witn the
first assault troops and Mrs. Stillman had not seen him for three
.years befor;; that short but terse
telegram arrived. However, in his
letters and pictures sent back he
often spoke of two G.!. friends
by the names of Lyons and Wagnero She hopes one of th.em will
see this notice and write her. The
address is Agnes Stillman, 4837
Wilern A- ve., Baltimore 15, Md.
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GREATER PITTSBURG CHAPTER IS 'Carl Doxsie's Pretty PLANS SHAPING AB"VND FOR BIG
ONE YEAR OLD THIS DECEMBER Wife Writes While STATE·WIDE SESSION IN ILLINOIS
He's Gold Bricking John Clouser, president of the
WILLIAM HILTON IN INTERESTING NEWS LETTER- CALLS
ATTENTION TO FACT THE PITTSBURG GROUP ORGANIZED 7 DECEMBER 1946.

AN INVITATION •••
WHAT?-Regular Meeting GREATER PITTSBURGH CHAPTER Ninth Infantry Division Association.
WHERE?-Commonwealth Building, Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
WHEN?-First Tuesday and third Friday-Every Month!
TIME?-8 :00 P. M. Sharp.
WHO?-All ex-Ninth Infantry Division Men in the Greater Pittsburgh Area.
Come <>n out and meet with us, there are a lot of big surp1'ises
in store for the Pittsburgh members for the coming year. We are
getting along okay now, but we need more help to put the coming
year across with a great big bang.
NOTICE!. ••
In a short personal note to
The Octofoil the corresponding
secretary of the Greater Piushurgh Chapter ask. that a notice he printed setting a definite deadline on when copy
sho"ld he in The Octofoil office
from Local Chapters.
Previous notices have required the copy- he i. by the
15th of each month in order to
&,et the paper in the mail hy
the 25th. That date will prevail
hereafter. However, this month
on account of the approaching
holidays efforts were made to
close the forms a day or two
earlier.
ADDITIONAL PITTSBURGH.
NEWS ITEMS
Under date of 7 December 1947
the following notes were mailed
to The Octofoil from Pittsburgh:
SIX YEARS AGO
It was just six years ago this
very day when a blazing n.ew
chapter of death and destruction
had its beginning in the pages of
American History. This new chapter has proven time after time,. if
there is to be peace and secunty
in this wodd of today, that the
American way of life must be
given full consideration.
ONE YEAR AGO TODAY
And it was just one year ag-o
today that the G REA T E R
PITTSBURGH CHAPTER cari'le
into being. This past year has been
a busy one for us also. We have
had our ups and down, but as the
year closes we find ourselves ;right
on the top and climbing higher.
The year to come will fh.ld. us
plugging right along and, enJoymg
all of the successes that come our
way.
To celebrate the end of the first
year and the beginning of the second year we held a special mee~
ing and had a great turnout. ThIS
meeting was called by a vote of
the assembly in order that we
could take up a lot of the business
that had come up.
MOVING ALONG
At the July, 1947 meeting, an
election was held; Alex T. Forrest
l'eported the results ?f this election in the N<>vember Issue of The
Octofoil. Since that time we have
been moving along at a pretty
good clip, but then the night
school sessions began for the year.
With the coming of the great
event we found ourselves sadly in
the need· of officers once again.
Our President, Alex T. F<>rre'st,
submitted his resignation and
wished us luck; his schooling for
the next year will be so heavy that
he felt that another man could
handle his office much better.
Other resignations were also submitten and accepted.
NEW ELECTION
With the acception of these resignations a motion was made to
decla1'e all offices open; the nwtion was carried. A t this point an
election was held with th~ following results:
.
.
President-Walt.er Mlllsbne.
Vice President-Raymond E.
Pifer.
Recording Secretal'Y - Williarn
J. Hilton.
Financial Secretary-Arthur E.
Schmidt.
Treasurer-Nicholas Chipura.
Publicity-Raymond J. Kennedy, John J. Kowalski.
Truste'es - Lee Roy Thompson,
18 months; Steve Lelak, 12
months; Frank R. Johnston, - six
months.
'
TWO MEETINGS MONTHLY
One other important decision
made at this Special Meeting concerned our meeting nights. In the
past we have been holding our
meetings on the third Friday of
each month but we feel that a
lot of the fellows can't make it on

that night so we have decided to
hold two meetings each nwnth. So
beginning in January the GREATER
PITTSBURGH
CHAPTER
will hold meetings on the first
Tuesday and thh'd Fl'iday of each

DON CLARKE STILL
ABLE TO CALL THE
DOMINO SPOTS O.K.
WASHINGTON GROUP SHOW
THE COMBAT FILMS; HAVE
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS.
The District of Columbia Chapter held its regular monthly meeting <>n Tuesday, Nov. 25 at the
Heurich Brewery. About twenty
members were present, including
General Eddy, General Stroh, Colonel Pickett; Tom Henry, staff
correspondent for The Washington Evening Star. Tom was the
Ninth's favorite war correspondent overseas and wrote several
articles about the happenings of
the Ninth.
The combat film, depicting acti<>n of the Division in Africa and
on the Continent was shown, after
which Don Clarke proceeded to
relieve a few of the boys of their
hard-earned cash in a game of the
ivories (crap to be more exact.)
BYRNES WINS
TURKEY BUZZARD
A tur~ey was raffled off and
Bill Byrnes held the winning ducat
for the bird.

Illinois Chapter of the Ninth Infantry Division Association sends
in some interesting notes and corrects The Octofoil on a boner
that was printed last month. Says
John:
The Octofoil mentioned in an
article on the Czech relief last
month that Otto Kerner was
chairman of the group. That is
not Otto,! Jr. (our Otto), but his
father, Otto, Sr., who is the Federal judge.
Missed a copy of The Octofoil
after coming to Illmois College,
but everything is okay now. Tingley is really on the ball.
More people are becoming interested in the Ninth Division
m<>vement in Illin<>is every dayand the cooperation we have received from The Octofoil is responsible for much of the newl~i
aroused interest.
ILLINOIS PLANS
TAKING SHAPE
Plans for the Illinois Chapter
State Meeting 81'e steadily moving forward. General Chairman
Walter Mahon called a meeting
of the committee for the state
meeting on Nov. 28.
Th~ time of the tentative program was decided. The business
meeting will start at 1 :30 and the
banquet at 7 o'clock. Immediately following the banquet the
dance will start. The date is
March 29, i948.
Steps are being taken to secure
an interesting and popular speaker for the banquet.
The committeo is making arrangements for the meeting place
and for an orchestra to play fm
the dance.
MEETING DATE CHANGED
The Chicago group of the Illinois Chap-tel' have changed the
meeting date from the fourth
Friday of every month to the second Friday of each month.
Due to the large attendance at
the past meetings it was necessary to change the meeting rooms
and to have the larger meeting
room it was necessary to change
the meeting date.
The next meeting of th~ Chic~
go group will be Jan. 9, 1948, at
8 :30 P. M. at the Moose 'temple,
1016 N. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Carl Doxsie must ~ a pretty
good talker to hit the jack pot the
way he did in landing a wife (see
photo in this issue and form y<>ur
own conclusions). But he doesn't
get a very high rating when it
comes to writing the news to The
Octofoil. D(~:s finally got tired
of Carl putting off from day' to
day writing the news t<> the ~per
so she ups and Writes a dandy letter, parts of which are as follows:
Hello:
As long as my husband isn't
going to get around to writing I
thought I'd like to.
We've just celebrated our second wedding anniversary and I
know many of his buddies don't
realize h~ isn't a single man any
longer. Cad and I were married
October 29, 1945.
I'm sending a small picture'
taken after the wedding; also two
snapshots taken' in Germany in
1945. The one is of Carl standing
ankle deep in mud and the other
of a bunch of fellows and Carl
and a German flag. (These photos will, be used next month.)
Our new address is Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Doxsie, 3416 Buffalo
Ave., Lansing, Mi-eh. (The old address was 545 ChilsOll Ave., Lansing.)
We are looking f<>rwa1'd to receiving our copy of "Eight S-tars
to Victory." W~ both enjoy reading The Octofoil.
If any of Carl's buddies from
his old <>utfit, the 34th FA, read
this, I know he'd be surprised and
happy if they would write him a
few lines.
Sincereljf,
DORIS DOXSIE.

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Recently Moved
To Phillv. and
De's L.ioesome
What's the matter with those
guys down in Philly-the meeting
place of the next Reunion?
JohnA. Christian, 2116 W.
Venango St., Apt. 403, Philadelphia, Pa., writes that he recently
moved from 433 Madison Ave.,
S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich., to the
above address. He has missed a
few Octof<>ils because of not notifying <>f his address change
earlier. John also wants to know
when and where the Philly Chapter meets. Some of you natives
of the Brotherly Love City should
contact John at once.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

MRS. ALBERT STIDMAN IS
DESIROUS OF CONTACTING
PFC. STIDMAN'S BUDDIES
--'-'-

Mrs. Albert C. Stidman writes
The Odofoil and 1'equests anyone
having any information concernCARL and DORIS DOXSIE
ing the death of Pfc. Albert C.
Stidman, 33555619, MP PIt., 9th
Div., who was killed in action on
March 11, 1945, in Germany, to
please write Mrs. Albert C. Stidman, Owings Mills, Maryland.
You fellows have done a wonJohn Wisnewshi, former Co. T,
derful job so far in answering
the pleas of these next-of-kin 47th man, nOw living at 327 7th
'Wilmington,
Delaware,
lett€l's. Now please don't let Mrs. Ave.,
sends to The Octofoil a beautiful
Stidman down on her request.
holiday greeting card and exNo Dues-No OCTOFOIL
plains that the cal'd is meant for
all of his buddies who were in C<>.
I, 47th Regt., of the 2nd Platoon.

MAHON "ON THE BEAM"
Walter Mahon, second vicepresident of the national organizati<>n, and subbing for Clouser
while the latter is attending
classes at Illinois College, submits a report to The OctofoiI.
Walt throws a bouquet toward
The Octofoil. He savs he believes
~ each succeeding issue becomes a
I bit more interesting. The notices
given the Illinois Chapter are
most helpful.
GOING TO BOARD MEETING
Since Mahon has been placed
on the national budget committee
for 1948 he is planning to attend
the Jan. 10 Board of Governors
meeting in Philadelphia.
A letter was sent to the Heer
Printing Co., Columbus, 0., publisher~ I)f the history, H8 Stars to
Victory," in which the Illinois
group, through their spokesman,
\Valter Mah<>n, propose a closer

and more coordinated circularization of former Ninth Division men
in Illinois. The Octofoil made an
effort to contact Walter Heel'. Sr.,
president of the publishing -firm,
to learn his th<>ughts relative to
the Chicago lads' suggesti<>n, but
Mr. Heel' was in California and
plans to remain there until after
the Christmas holidays.
VEENEMAN SECRETARY
Harry Veeneman was selected
as corresponding secretary of the
Illinois group a couple of month's
ago, and information reaching
The Octofoil indicates Harry's
wife, a former WAC who outranked Harry by about eight
notches, is doing a swell job and
making Harry look like a big-time
secretary.
COMMITTEES NAMED
The following committees have
been app<>inted to arrange for the
statewide meeting March 27,
1948:
Committee Chairman: \V alt~r
J. Maholf.
General Committee: WaIte)' J.
Mahon, Otto Kerner, Dr. M. V.
Kaminski, Robert Brooks.
Finance and Budget: Johnny
Edwards.
Publicity: John Thol'nton.
Registration: Ladies' Auxiliarv.
Entertainment: Herb Waple's,
Art Gorski, Ed Machwoski, Ben
Renwawz.
Invitation: Harry Veeneman,
Joe Paler, and Bosler.
Arrangements: Walter J. Mahon.

FLASH •••
A few second. before going
to preas Second Vice-President
Walter Mahon called The Oe·
tofoil long distance. from Chicago, advising at the Illinois
Chapter"s December 12 meeting
the statewide convention date
was set for April 3, and the
Congress, Hotel as the head.
quarters. WaIter promised a
lengthy and detailed story on
defini te plans in the next issue.
No Dues-No OCT'OFOIL

Just as the presses were ready
to grind out this issue <>f The OctofoH an SOS call came from the
Chicago Chapter Secretary, Harry
F. Veeneman, 833 E. 52nd St.,
Chicag<> 15, Ill. The Chicago secretary enclosed a photograph of
Phillip Glaser, who was killed in
action while with Co. H, 39th. The
picture arrived to<> late to be u::::ed
this m,onth but will be used in
the February issue.
Any of our members wbo
knew Phil Glaser are urgently
reque"';ted to write Mrs. Honey
Glaser, 3540 W. Dou&,las Blvd.,
Chicago, lit. The Chicago group
haTe unsuccessfully attempted to
secure some facts relalive to
PJ-il's death. He was killed on
27th December 1944 during the
Bulge. Write Mrs. Glaser immediately if you can help her.

John Wisnewshi
• ,
Extends Greetings Sotnetll,ng s Wrong In Tllis Picture

Sam Azzarelli
Sends Photo Just
a Wee Bit Late

Sam Azzarelli, Rt. 1, Kankakee, Ill., sends to The Octofoil a
pretty good picture of the 39th
Inf., Co. D motor pool group-but
the photo arrived shortly after the
deadline set for proc,essing phot<>s
into cuts-but with Sam's permission the photo will be held in The
Octofoil <>ffice and used next
month.
month. So come on all you ex9th Division men in the Pittsburgh area; start off-the new year
right. Come to the meetings and
talk over old times with your old
buddies.
.. The GREATER PITTSBURGH
CHAPTER meetings are held in
the C<>mmonwe'alth Bldg., 4th
Ave., Pitsburgh, Pa., at 8 P. M.
WILLIAM J. HILTON,
Recording Secretary.·
57 Maplewood Ave., Crafton, Pa.

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

MARVIN BOGART
SENDS FOR RECORDS
Just in case the members have
forgotten, Dick Schumann is still
grinding out those Memorial Service records in his basement laboratory. They are made up of two
10-inch rec<>rds, to b~ played on
both sides and retail for $5. An
order in care of The Octofoil, 337
S. High St., Room 318, Columbus,
Ohio, will be delivered promptly
to Dick.
Just received an order from
Marvin Bogart, f<>rmer 39th Inf.
man, now living at 648 Hazel
Ave., Lima, Ohio.
Bogart says he'll see all you
f.ellows in Philadelphia next July.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

You
dismiss <>ther people's
problems as easily as you turn off
the dial of your radio, and your
problems are as easily dismissed
by otheTs.

,.-~:

NEXT· OF -KIH-'__ ' Pit 11.:1:;11»- >
GLASER, CO. H, 39TH, ASKS
BUDDIES FOR INFORMATION

The PRO at Fort Dix sends this U. S. Signal Corps photo to
The Octo foil and tries to sell everyone on the idea Pvt. Dominic
Squaglin, 50n- of Mr. Sylvester Squaglin, 19 Park View Ave., Lacka.
wanna, N. Y., is more interested in that paper than those lovely
girls. Things like that just don't happen on G.I. bases. The girls
are from the Heet Dancing Studio, Trenton, N. J., and did a tap
routine in a variety show given at Fort Dix. The PRO sent another
just as appealinat to the eye. Want to see it next month 1_
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£OLUMBUS CHAPTER PUTS IN A The Montana Judge NEW ENGLANDERS ENJO·Y A VARIETY
BUSY MONTH TAKING CARE OF
SHOW AT THEIR NOV. 25TH MEETING
SCORES OF IMPORTANT MATTERS
BOSTON, MASS.-(Special to
Returned buddies from overseas
for Final Burial occupied the
attention of Ohio members of the
Ninth Infantry Division Association during the past month. Some
former Ninth man was contacted
in each city a former man's body
was being returned and asked to
present himself to the next-of-kin
as a representative of the Ohio
Chapter. - In a few localities where
there were no Ninth men the -Post
Commander of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars was asked to present himself and speak for the
Ninth Infantry Division Association. Ohio Posts responded - wonderfully.
Whenever humanly
possible
members of the Ohio Chapter personally attended the burials.
A TTEND COLLINS' BURIAL
President Glenn O. Moore, Secretary David Boring, Vice-Pre~i
dent Richard Pestel,
Captam
Billy R. Downe)', former 39th
man, now stationed in Columbus,
and Paul S. Plunkett at.tended the
burial of Robert Collins, Co. C,
47th, at Grove City, Ohio.
Secretary
Boring,
formerly
Co. C, 47th, was with Bob when
he was killed.
Mrs. Minn:e Bricker (Bob's
mother),
sent
the
Columbus
Chapter a beautiful engraved
"Thank You" card after the services, in which she penned this note:
"Will you please thank all members of the Ninth Infantry Division Association for all their
kindness and sympathy before
and during the funeral of our son
and brother, Pfc. Robert A~ Collins. Signed Mr. and Mrs. John
C. Bricker and Children."
President Moore and Secretary
Boring were asked by the Grove
City American Legion Post, who
conducted the military rites at the
services, to fold the flag and present it to Mrs. Bricker.
MEET AT LEGION HOME
Through the courtesy of Ir,:y~ng
Lenhart manager of the CurtlssWright' Post AmericanL-egion,
199%S. High St., ,Columbus, a
lJ1~~.~ T'j\$mad~ .ay';lilable
for the· Deeet1lb~r m-e.etlPlir.
.Sgt. ,4.J. P~N'S{}U $d.;sgt. ,.I{. ;.1.
Shtinndn, local recrul~irig officers,
attended the meeting and show-ed
Euronean combat films to the
group·. Resolutions thanking the
two sergeants and Comrade Lenhart for their courtesy were unanimously adopted.
MAIL OUT 800 CARDS'
Over 800 cards were mailed out
to former Ninth men in Ohio during the past month, reminding the
boys 1948 dues were now due and
payable. So far the response has
been very satisfactory.
Addressing by hand 800 postal
cards is quite a job-but Captain
Billv Downey and Mabel Moore
( M{·s. Glenn O. ), agreed to take
the cards home and address them.
PIN·UP "GAL"
This kind gesture necessitated
the proposing of another resolution w hi c h was unanimously
adopted. The local Chapter thank-ed Captain Downey for his cooperation and designated :M:ab-el as
their "pinup g'al' , for the current
month.
WHERE'S THE PRESIDENT?
Raymond R. Burlile, 310 South
Main' St., Marysville, Ohio, stop-

Orville Stangl Want,s
His Octofoil Regular
A short note from Orville A.
Stangl, formerl)' a lieutenant in
M and I Companies of the 60th,
now living in Java, S. Dak., was
greatly appreciated by The Octofoil.
Som~thing happen·ed
and
Ol'Ville didn't get his September
issue of The Octofoil. He says he
enjoys the paper and as. soon as
he finishes reading an issue he
starts looking for th~ next. According to the letter Orvill-e is of
opinion contacts through the columns of The Octofoil is the next
best thing to personally contacting all the old buddies.
He asks that greetings be extended to his old buddi-e~ of the
Go-Devil Regiment and especially the guys in Item and Mike Co.
Quoting from the letter: "If any
of them care to write, do so, and
I'Ucertainly answer.
"I've b-een actively engaged in
farming since leaving the Army in
December, 1945. Crops have been
good, and so have pric_es so I
have no complaint.

ped in at the Ohio Federal Savings & Loan Co., 24 E. Gay St.,
to pay his 1948 dues. Columbus
Chapter's President, Glenn O.
Moore, is assistant secretary-treasurer of this institution-but when
Ray approached Jeanne Cork, one
of the bank's employees and a
booster for the Ninth Infantry Division Association, and asked for
THE President he was referred to
the bank president. Burlile let
them know bank presidents were
small fry in his book-he wanted
the Columbus president of the 9th
Infantry Division Association.
Ray and his charming little wife
left the names and addres&es of
some prospective members for the
Ohio Chapter while on this visitthat was appreciated by those fortunate enough to meet the couple.
·The members of the Ohio Chapter
hope this couple will attend the
next meeting so everyone can
meet them.
A BOOSTER
As mentioned above, the lassie
who chaperoned BUl'1ile until he
located the Ohio-president, is quite
a booster for the Association.
After subscribing fOl' The Octofoil she decided that wasn't
enoua-h, so down she planks five
smackers for .a copy of "Eight
Stal's to Victory."
INTERESTING LETTER
Another interesting letteI' received by the Ohio group during
the past month was from .Mrs.
Shirley M. Amster, 1631 ClIfton
Ave., Columbus, Ohio. Among
other things, Shirley says:
My husband has ()ften mentioned to me of his long association
with .the 9th Infantry Division, as
a member of the 39th Infantry,
and also of hi~ membership in the
9th Infantry Division Association.
And, assu~ing' there are others
who greedily devour any and all
information app€aring in The Octofoil about the wheres and the
wherefores, and doings and goings
on of former buddies, as well as
my husband, I thought you might
interested in the following few
fucb:
...
.
llolph(Adolph B. Amster) and
I were married on Sept. 1 (Labor
Day) ·of this year, in New York,
and after spending several wonderful weeks in New Orleans, we
have moved to Columbus, O. We
expect to be here about thrt:e
years or so, where Dolph, who IS
a member of the permanent research staff at the Ohio State University, is ~ompleting his work for
his Ph.D. degree. I, too, expect to
start work at the Univ-ersity at
the beginning ()f the new year."
Shirley sings the blues abo~t
the housing situation and says, III
referring to the Columbus gro,?-p:
"If their individual or collective
loyalti-es toward their Division
buddies is as strong as I've com-e
to believe it is, then perhaps one
of the members will help us secure
suitable living quarters, and earn
our eternal gratitude and affection." Officers of the Columbus
Chapter contacted Dolph in the
Cryogenic Laboratory, War Research Bldg., Ohio State University, but he had alrea.dy ~ecured desirable accommodatIOns.
Thanks, Shirley for that nice
letter-and both you two come
down to the next meeting.

The last issue of The Octofoil printed a story about Lee
Metcalf, former 9th man, being
elected to the Supre~e Court
of Montana. The Octo foil not
only congratulates Judge Met·
calf, but the people of Montana
for using such rare good judgment in electing him.

George Wood Comes
Up With A Good Idea
Georg'e C. Wood. 159 Greenacre Ave., Long Meadow 6.,
Mass., wdtes in part as follows:
G-entlcmen:
_
We of the Ninth Division have
ever been proud of the fact we
have left "no loose ends." Never
have we failed to bind our foe.
I not only eagerly await the
receipt of my Octofoil with the
keenest anticipation, but also desire to hold steadfast to each and
e'very edition.
But many untold happenings
occur. 'Ne mov~,or our parents
house clean-this and that is
chang-ed-for a hectic time we
search for a copy of The Octofoil
that has. been set aside. Sometimes we are fortunate enough to
finfl. .it.
"Fora fee, Ialllcerlain, the As'S6eiatiouor wiU~·be . able'·to .have
bInders made. ·They- n eed--lfOt' -be
works ()f art. But ('overs to serve
the purpose of keeping our stra~'
ing Octofoils in place.
In the November issue I notice
Sgt. Steve Budrick had much difficulty finding his Octofoil. If we
realize to the fulle·st and visualiz-e
the need of some means of preventing the disappearance of one
link of a mighty chain. (A chain,
that in its own way binds all former members of the Division), a
cover is the only plan. I hope a
cov-er will be on sale in the near
future in ol'der to keep our Octofoil from roaming afar.
With the need of . money so
acute an extra flow of "Green
Blood" into the till of the treasury could be used.
Again, I wish to thank all who
are doing so much to· keep our
Di.",.,ion Association active and
aliv-e.

Ott~ Kerner ts~ a

Chapter Member

~.
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Sienkewicz and
Matusik Send
Photos a Bit Late

Just as the last forms for this
issue of The Octoloil were being
sent to the pressroom a beautiful
Christmas greeting card was rec~ived from Chester Sienkewic,
Chicago (the Cannon Ball). Sienkewicz -enclosed some good pictures of Co. L, 60th men, which
,vill have to be us-ed in the next
issue.
On the same mail delivery Ted'
Matusik, also of Chicago, sent a
photo of First Sgt. Carmen. This
also will have to be used later.
Ted tells about making a speech
in his classroom recently and took
Father DeLaura as his subject.
He says they were limited to three
minutes and he told them one
could only· skim the surface in
three minutes when Father DeLaura was the subject.
Ted pleas for some of the old
gang from 1st PIt., Co. M, ~7th to
send in some news and pIctures.
RECOGNIZES SOME
Commenting on the picture
printed last month, sent in by Angelo "Tony" Parento, Matusik
says it was swell to see the old
gang. He states further the ~uy
listed as Johnson, ...v as FrederIck
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Johnson, from Milwaukee. The
Nearly always it's more fun to fellow behind the camera was
either Emile Gnol or Edward
be a guest than to entertain a Francis both from Pennsylvania,
guest. ..---- --- or mys~lf, says Matusik /

GOOD HUNTING
"But best of all, hunting is tops
out here in South Dakota. I might
add, if any 9th men like to.hunt
pheasants and -ev·er plan a trW to
South Dakota to hunt them, look
me up. I can show you all the
birds ~'ou want right on my own
farm.
"Am wondering how many 9th
men live out here in South Daleota.
I know of two-Virgil
Crowl at Milbank and Woodrow
Greeno at, Huron, both former M
Co., 60th men.
"Am looking forward to making
a Reunion; if not at Philadelphia
in '48, at least the one in '49.
."W ould lik~ to express my
thanks to those responsible for
putting out the History of the
60th! It was okay. Am looking
forward to receiving the Division
History.
"If there is anyway I can help
out to the benefit of the Association, let me know and I'll cer~
tainly try!"
.
Thanks- a lot, Orvill-e-and we
ma)' give you a buzz at tae most
unexpected time.

bel'S served as pallbe...arers for the
Miethe funeral:
, Ronald V. Murphy.
Ralph Renna.
Robert Gidson.
Daniel O'Rourke.
James Flanagan.
Martin D. Connelly.
PROPOSE A PAPER
A m()tiol1 proposed by John
McLoughlin, the Mayor of Scollay
Square, that the Chapter publish
a monthly mimeographed newspaper "to strengthen fraternal
bonds and to keep the members
informed" wns seconded and carried unanimously. McLoughlin's
offer of free mimeographing facilities which are at his disposal,
was accepted. John Edmunds was
named chairman of the newspaper
committee which includes: John
McLoughlin, John Benl1, John
Murphy, and Victor Campisi.
Their task will be to compile and
edit materi'al for the paper. In
consideration th-ereof, all New
England Chapter members are
urged to send news items, such
as engagements, weddings, new
arrivals, d,eaths, illnesses,etc., to
the Chapter, car-e P. O. Box 892,
Boston, Mass.
REMEMBER MEETING DATE
Sydney Levison was named assistant secretary.
All former Ninth Division men
are reminded that the New England Chapter holds its regular
monthly meetings on the last
Tuesday of every month at the
First Corps Cadet Armory, Arlington St., Boston, Mass., and
that change of addresses should
be sent to the Chapter, care P. O.
Box 892, Boston. Also, any information regarding repatriation,
wake, and funeral dates oI Ninth
Division war dead will be appreciated.
MISCELLANEOUS
Edward J. McGrath, former
corporal with Co. C, 15th Engrs.,
at HuH, Mass.
has announc-ed that his SOl1, RonAmerico D'Orazio, Div. Arty., ald, celebrated his first birthday
at Waltham, Mass.
on Sunday, Nov. 23.
William E. Lyons, Div. MP, at
VICTOR A. CAMPISI,
Brockton, Mass.
Publicity Director, 98 Falmouth
Rd., West Newton, Mass. "
PALLBEARERS LISTED
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
The following Association m~m-

The Octofoil.) Comfortably
seated with a drink in one hand
and a cigar in the other, members
of the New England Chapter of
the 9th Infantry Division Association at their monthly meeting,
Tuesday, Nov. 25, in the First
Corps Cadet Armory, Arlington
St., Boston, enjoyed fishing, football, baseball, heavyweight championship bouts, and all forms of
winter sports as the entertainment committee, under the chairmanship of Jim -Kelly, provided an
hour's run of selected short features in the world of sports. Efforts ar-e now being made to obtain films, to he shown at the
next meeting on December 29, of
the Ninth Infantry Division in action against the enemy.
FINE SPIRIT
After the movies, the meeting
was opened by President Martin
D. Connelly. He thanked the
members for their fine spirit and
cooperation in visiting the homes
of repatriated Ninth Div. war
dead. Members were also r·eminded to make their 1948 dues
payable to th-e New England
Chapter, P. O. Box 892, Boston,
Mass.
REV. CONNORS ACTIVE
Sydney Levison, chairman of
the committee to visit homes -of
returned 9th Division war dead,
reported that an average of 35
members attended each wake and
that Rev. Edward T. Connors, former chaplain with Division Artillery, conducted rosary services
at the several wakes the revel'end
was able to attend.
Names of the war dead visited
during the month of Novemb-er
were:
James J. Young, 47th Inf., at
Dorchester, Mass.
Francis J. Miethe, 15th Engrs.,
at Dorch~ster, Mass.
Arnold'" Halverson, Div. Arty.,

COUNTERFEIT-V. S. Attorney Otto Kerner. ir.• (left) and.
Harry D. Anheier, chief of Secret Service in Chicago. ej(emin.
counterfeit printing press and bogus money seized i:1 Chi~aqo
in what they announced. was the apprehension of the large.t
counterfeiting ring to operate in the region since 1934.. - I\!'.
Photo.

TIME TO REENLIST

-

.

At Hagerstown, Md., P~ul D.
Menninger felt simply wonderful.
He was out of the Army at last
and had a $42 a week job. Then
his first pay check arrived and,
as he looked at it, his expression
turned more and more melancholy. There was deduction after
deduction-in all, it amounted to
$7. He reenlisted the next day.
No Dues-No OCTOF'OIL
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PRINT YOUR NAME
THE CLOSE OF LETTERS
Man J' Octofoil readers when
sending in news items for publica·
tion get to the end of their let·
tel'S and darn near make straight
lines for signatures. It causes the
waste of a lot of time and still results in a large numbe'r of typographical errors. The typesetters
are not mind readers.
Hereafter print plainly in capital letters your signature to aU
communications.

f
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ANOTHER INSTALMENT, P.O.W.'S DIARY
:If

CHICAGO LAD'S EASY TO READ NARRATIVE BECOMES MORE HEART TOUCHING IN EACH SUCCEEDING ISSUE.

ONLY THOSE WHO SUFFERED THE INDESCRIBABLE SUSPENSE CAN APPRECIATE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF VIC
WOJTAS' EXPRESSED SENTIMENTS.
The diary so patiently kept by Victor J. \Vojtas, Chicagoan, while a P.O.W., is being favorably commented on
by Association members from every section of the country.
J list as soon as the long lists of Returned War Dead
are omitted The Octofoil will print considerably more of
the diary each n10nth.
MEMO 1943
First snow I home dated Jan. 7, on April 5,
have see n in 1944. \Vritten by Joe.
Germany was
Received the fifteenth letter
on Nov. 19.
from J. Depadated Dec. 27, on
April 5, 1944.
Received the
Received the ninth letter from
t h i r d letter home; dated Jan 5, on April 7,
from home on 1944. Two snapshots from Mary.
Nov. 21 ; dated
Received a cigarette parcel
Sept. 6.
from home on April 18, 1944.
AIR RAID
R-eceived the tenth letter from
Another a i I' hOIne dated Feb. 6, on May 11,
raid on Berlin 1944. From Mary.
and surroundReceived the sixteenth letter
i n g territory from J. Depa, dated Jan. 26, on
on Nov. 22, 23, May 17, 1944.
Wojtas
2 4 and 2 5.
Received the eleventh letter
from home dated March 1, on
Was a d",ylight raid and a night June 7, from Jo-e.
raid. Another air l'aid on Nov. '26
Received the seventeenth letter
- a day and night raid.
from J. Depa, dated Feb. 6, on
Another air raid on Berlin on June 9, 1944.
D-ec. 29, 1943.
Received the twelfth letter
JENNIE WRITES
from hom-e, dated Feb. 5, on June
Received the sixth letter from 9, 1944. Written by Joe.
Jennie D.; dated Sept. 9, on Dec.
Received the eighteenth letter
29, 1943.
from J. Depa, dated Feb. 14, on
Received -the third carton of June 14, 1944.
cigarettes on January 7, 1944.
Received the nineteenth letter
Received the fourth carton of from J. Depa, dated :Mar. 4, on
cigarettes on Jan. 11, 1944.
June 14, 1944.
MEDITATION • • •
Received the thirteenth lett-e1'
Life is just what our thoughts from home dated April 2 on June
make it.
21, 1944. Written by Mary.
Received the seventh letter
Received the twentieth letter
from J. D., dated Sept. 27, on from J. ,Depa, dat-ed April 4, on
Jan. 18, 1944.
' J u l y 18, 1944.
STOPS COUNTING RAIDS
Received the fourteenth letter
There have been so many air from home, dated Mar. 27, on
raids in the past that I have de-," July 18. Ant~:inette.
.,
cided to quit counting them~..
Received 'tile' twenty-first l~tt-er
Received-the eighth letter from from J. Depa, dated April 9, on
J. D., dated Aug. 27, on Jan. 21, July 18.
1944.
Received the seventh cigarette
Received the fourth letter from parcel on July 8, 1944.
home on Jan. 22; dated Oct. 18, "WE'VE DONE OUR HITCH
1943.
IN HELL"
PALCETS CONFINEMENT
I'm sitting here just thinking
Gave my pal AI Hudy eight
Of the things I left behind,
days solitary confinement for And I hope to put on paper
speaking the Polish language-lWhat is running through my
15, '44;1-23, '44.
mind.
I have never met a man who
haa g'iven me - as much trouble
aamyself.
HEAR YEI

We've dug a million ditches and
Cleaned· ten miles of ground;
A me~'-ner. place this side. of hell
The following. took place. ··on
Is waiting to be found.
Jan. 21 at Stalag III-B" F.urstenberg, Germany: A German sentry But th-ere's one consolation,
shot another defenseless Russian
Gather together while; I tell
prisoner of war; Reason: For ac- When we die we go to Heaven,
cepting cigarettes from an AmeriBecause we've done· our hitch
can P.O.W.
Incidentally, the
in, hell.
Russian P.O.W. died five minutes
after he was shot by the German We've built a. hundred kitchens
sentry.
For the cooks t,o stew our beans,
War ia like a tihild'sgame;..... We've stood a hundred'guard
only played: with a direct hit.
mounts
JUST FUN •••
And we've ilever acted mean.
When your heart is feeling h.eav~y,
And your brain .is· rather sad,
We've washed a million mess kits
Don't think. of all your troubles,
And peeled a million spuds; ,
But of all the fun you've had.
We've I'oIled a million .blanket
MORE LETTERS ,
rolls,
Received the ninth letter from
And washed the captain's duds.
J. D. on Feb. 1,. dated Oct. 25,
1944.
The numb-er of parades we've
Received the fifth letter from
stood
home on F-eb. 3; dated Nov. 15,
Is very hard to tell,
1944.
But now we'll parade in Heaven
Received the tenth letter from
'Cause we've done our hitch in
J. D., d;,lt-ed Oct. 24, on Feb. 4,
hell.
1944.

Received the. sixth letter from
home on :Feb. 17; dated Nov. 14,
1944.
Received the eleventh letter
from J. D., dated Nov. 3, on Feb.
22, 1944.
Received the twelfth letter from
J. D., dated Nov. 22, on Feb. 26.
Received the seventh letter
from hOlU-e dated Nov. 22, on Mar.
6, 1944.
FAULTS
Almost all our faults are more
pardonable than the methods we
think up to hide them.
R-eceived the thirteenth letter
from J. Depta, dated Jan. 26, on
Mar. 21. Note: ~tter received in
66.days.
Received the fourteenth letter
from J. Depa, dated Jan. 11, on
Mar. 29.
Received. a cigarette. parcel and
a food parcel from home dated on
Dec. 27, 1943, on Mar. 31, 1944.
. Received the eighth letter from

We've killed a million rats and
bugs
That crawled out of our eats;
We've, pulled a million centip-edes
From out of dirty sheets.
We've marched a million miles
And made a million camps;
The grub 'we've had to eat at
times
Has given us the cramps.
When
Our
"They
For

our work on earth is done
friends behind will say:
surely went to Heaven
they did their hitch in
Hell."

When final taps is sounded
And we've laid aside life's cares
We'n· do our last parade
Up those shining, golden stairs.
Theange-Is ,. will all welcome us,
And the· harps will start to play,

We'll
And

draw

a

million

~~:~11d'3 them

canteen

in one day.

GENERAL EDDY PLACED IN
CHARGE OF STAFF SCHOOL

The Great Commanding General
Will smile on us and say:
HTake a front s·eat sQldiel',
For you've done your hitch in
hell."
-By Another P. O. W.
THREE ON A BOX •••
I've heard of the Dodgers and
Boston Red Sox,
I've heard of people eating lollypops,
I've heard of 11tree men on a
horse after a fox,
But I ask you
Who ever heard of three men on
a box?
Ther-e were those two other guys
and me,
They said they'd split it honestly,
But they took ever~1thing they
could see
Exc-ept the lemon and matches
that were for me;
I'm not to be fooled, I'm no movie
,
star,
But I lik-e my candy, just like
my pa;
I got gypped out of everything so
far,
But why did they have t9 take my
D-Bar?
The other day I got throvm in jail
And Dutch he wanted to pay my
bail,
But the other two guys the guard
did nail,
And locked them up for keepsThat's the end of my tale.
"SOLDIER'S PRAYER"
Dear God, pl-ease watch over her
for me,
That she may safely guided be;
Help her each long hour to bear,
As I would Lord if I were there;
MAJOR GENERAL MANTON S. EDDY.
When she is sleeping watch her
You "Joes" have been asking for a recent photo or the "Old
tlien
Man.'''' Here is a very recent U. S. Signal Corp picture. He hasn't
That fears may not her dreams
changed any since those days in Africa. Everyone hopes it'll never
defend;
Be ev-er near her through the day; be necessary, but if it should be, he could take a Division right back
.
Let not but goodness come her over similar rugged trails again.
Gen. Bradley in France. Officials
way
By JOHN C. NORRIS
said. that undoubtedly th~. forl.Fer
Sweet faithful gil'! that waits 'for
Veterans. Athninisbat&r-:.who
In Washington Post.
me
Five top-ranking Army generals succeeds .G-eneral Ike . Eisenh~wer
Beyond "the wid-e and spacious sea.
were shifted to new jobs r~cently, as Army Chief of Sta':ff early next
Be fu-erciful, God, I pray;
Take care of her while I'm away. hard on the heels of Gen. Oinar year...2-had much to say ab<>uttheir
Bradley's return to military duty. &election.
The assignment to key posts
WOMEN •••
One of the more important
She's an angel, in truth; a demon in the high command coincided shifts affects Major General Manwith publication ofa new promo- ton s. Edd~y, who has been top
in fiction;
A woman's the greatest of all con· tion roster listing 213 ranking, of- Army· policy-maker ol1public reficers for future advancement . to lations. General Eddy relieves Lt.
tradictionsShe's afraid of a roach, she will major _ and brigadier generals' Gen. Leonard Gerow as commandstars.
scream at a mouseant of the Command and General
The latter was the first large Staff Scho<>l, Leavenworth, Kans.
She'll tackle a husband as big as
group
of
brass
selected
for
pera house.
General Eddy's name was one
manent high l'ank since. pre-war
of th<>se selected for permanent
She'll take him' for better, take days.
The 213 WCl'e picked by a board rank of major f!;'eneraI.
The
him for worse;
of generals and the choices wei'e board which picked the 213 for
She'll split his head, then be his approv-edby President Truman.
promotion was headed by General
l1urse;
Jacob L. Devers and included Gen.
Whell he is well and gets out of OVERSEAS MEN
All of the five generals given Bradley among .its members. It
-bed,
She'll pick up a tea-pot to throw new top jobs are vetel'ans of the was the first such board in Army
European war and most of the lll history.
at his head.
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were immediate subol'dinates of
She's ·faithful~ deceitful, ke£nsighted and blind;
So out of' our bunks
She's crafty, simpk, cruel-she's
We stumble ahd dNe
kind;
And line up outside
She'll lift a man up, she'll cast a
With sleep in our eye,
man down;
But there's not a Jerrr,
Jack Thompson recently wrote
She'll make _him hers, her ruler,
Dead or alive,
a King Features Syndicate C(}pyhel' clown.
Who could count us unless
righted review of the play' "The
We're in a column of five.
V9ice of the Turtle" for. a New
You fancy she's this, butJTou find
york magazine. The photographs
she's that, '
Each morning at 7 we get
Coffee of course they call it,- shown on the. page with ThompFor she'll play like a kitten,
And fight like a cat; , ,
Coffee but it came from a, horse; son's story displayed a great big
Then froni. 9 to 11 without a Octof<>il on the blouse of the acIn the morning she will, .the evetors representing G.!.s.
pause
ning she won'tCRASH THECATE
And, you're always expecting slle We exercise and march
When the Warner production
Without vig>or or force.
will,
is shown in your hoille town, why
But she won't!
not ·hint to your local movie house
At noon comes chow
manager former Ninth boys in the
And
we
form
a
loop,
A DAY IN THE STALAC •••
community should be his guests on
We
hope
for
steak
Our country was in danger,
the opening date.
Thompson's
But it's always soup,
We answered the call;
brief l'eview follows:
Till
evening
we
gather
We went out and fought
LONESOME SARGE
Group by group,
But they captured us all;
John Van Druten's enchanting
Screaming
and
planning
Our bullets and shell
play about al) actress and a loneTo
rejoin
our
troop.
And bombs did fall
some G. 1. on leave, "The Voice
Which many a __"
,__
of the Turtle," has been made
In
the
evening,
at
night
Will never recall.
into a warm and touching film by
In our bunks we lie
Warners.
And listen to all the rumors fly;
Our work is done
Although the play used <>nly
But soon I know we'll hear the
On the battlefront,
three characters, several roles
cry:
And now in this Stalag
It's over boys! Old Stalag, good- have been added. The additions
We pull many a stunt;
are little more than bits, however,
bye.
It's fun to watch old,
, grunt,
and the picture follows the play
as closely as the Johnston office
The sawed off shrimp, the little
(Next month's installment or
runt.
Wojtas' Diary is filled .with permits.
prose and poetry composed by
The story is simple-a sergeant
At six in the morning
he and fellow prisoners of war
on leave in New York in 1944 is
All through the house
that reflects the mood. of thoae
stood up by his girl and falls back
The snoring sounded like a
boy., the torture of which was on her friend for companionship.
Sonata by Faust.
in many cases worse than a
Both the soldier and the girl have
When in walks a Jerry, thi$ Nazi merciful death. An eErort will had unhappy love affairs and are
louse,
he made to run several more afraid of that ·tender emotion.
He's calling, he's screaming, inches of the text in .the _ext Notwithstanding, they do fall
he's ~'elling ('j{Qusel'l.
i ..ue.)
very· rnueh ,i~ -love.

I/L'onesome" G.I.
Wears An Octofoil
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IMPRESSIVE SERVICES FOR BUDDIES
¥----------------------------------------

FATHER CONNORS HOLDS THIRD AN- RALTON M. SPEERS DID A
NUAL MEMORIAL MASS; IMPRESSIVE M~~J{)J~:G~~~~,~E!1TB~~'ngham Dl.'., Albany, N. Y., must have
SERVICES I N OTH ER LOCALITI ES •
put in many, many hours prepar-

THE PAST IN
REVIEW

ing the folders he did. The folders were 20 pages of news clippings from Albany and neighboring newspapers. Streamers completely covering the width of entire pages were pl'inted in the AlJoe l\lcKenzie, Waltham, l\lass.; former Sgt. J\Jjke bany papers. Pictures as large as
columns were used. Speers 1941ty visits Ninth and talks of
Chekosky, Rt. 1, Greensboro, Pa.; R. M. Speers, 37 Buck- five
decorated the pages with colored
" ..• good old days." •.. SunFort Bragg: Life is better in
ingham Dr., Albany, N. Y., and other members are doing a Octofoil stickers, supplementing
day movies in Winchester . • •
new barracks. . . . Captain Van
beautiful job of sho\ving their respect to the buddies being these with many hand drawings of
Ninth Division participates in
Bond of the 60th brings back
wreaths and other emblems. Evreturned for Final Burial.
Allied Day of, Prayer • • . "any
first 500 draftees from Camp
ery member of the Association
From Joseph McKenzie, veter-I
gum, chum?" is now a serious
Upton, N. Y., for training unproblem ••• leaves and passes
ans' Service Director for the City
Charlie Zablow made it this should see one of the folders. Efder Selective Service Act • • .
forts will be made to secure Raland beer ••• tear and sc{)nes
cold
weather
.
.
.
black
ties
••.
~f Wal~ham, Mass., comes a very year for the first time. Charlie
to have one on
hup, tup, tree, (oor.
• .• coffee and doughnuts .••
mteresh1?g .letter..J{)e sent news-. still talks of "Spencer," his special ton's permission
at the Philadelphia Re- 1942the mild (?) English weather
paper clIppmgs Wlt~ several ~wo LWB GMC. Powerh{)use could de- display
union.
and ~hree-column pIctures of lln- liver that 105 Ammo.
Fort Bragg: Traiiling ••• Yel- 1945
Secretary Tingley, in writing to
Monschau and Vicinity: The
low fever innoculations...
presslve sc.enes taken at the ~uJohn· Peter andl\frs. Quinn Speers,
has this to say: I cannot
Bulge . . . snow .•• patrols •••
military competitions • • . ven~ral . ~ervlCes .of Sgt. An~el'lco were there. J. P. lives in W orces- begin to express my appreciation
shu-paks •.. :rest .•• passes in
hicles galol'e arrive for Ninth
D OrazlO. The tIme and effol t put tel'. The ex-Top Kick has not to you for the wonderful manner
picturesque Belgium • • • the
forth by such fellows as McKen- changed any
in temporary motorization ••.
in which you have attended·· to
zie, Mike Chekosky and R. M.
....
l>ig push ()f January 30th
wartime A merica is focused
the
men
of
the
Ninth
Division
Speers shol.lld be appN~ciate~ by EX-MAJ~R KEYES THERE
through the woods and snow
upon the islands of the Far
from
j'our
area,
whose
remains
every member of the AssociaThat Jolly B. C. ofSr~. Btl:y.,
drifts . . • the beginning: of
East.
tion. Parts of McKenzie's letter Fr·ed K.eyes w~s there. E,,;-MaJ~r were recently returned home. You 1943successful rtight attacks ..... on
have
performed
a
service
which
follows:
Keyes IS learnll1g. the retaIl bUSlthe RoeI' Dams!
Port Lyautey and Algiers:
.
. I ness fl'om the top floor down. He will never be forgotten.
1946Guarding
Spanish
Moroccan
The thud Annual MemorIa has offices on the fourth floor and
In a letteI' to The Octofoil RalBavaria: Occupation ••. snow
frontier • • • Casablanca ConMass for ~he Deceased M~I~b~rs has a responsible 'job· with Ray- ton has this to say:
• •• currency control ••. tours
ference ••• Division is visited
of the Nmth T Infant~'Yl\ Dlvlsloon mond's of Boston. He wore a grey Dear Mr. Plunkett:
• • • camera l'affles in the PX
by and parad{?s for President
was held at "orcest.el, lass., n felt hat with the crown as flat as
We here in Albany have just
· • • Divisi{)n Hest Centcr ofRoosevelt at Port Lyautey ••.
Sunday, N{)v. 9, whIch was cele- Emmet Gaul's pancakes. I'd bet received the remains of {)ur first
fers three days of heavenly reremainder of Division al'l'ives
brated by that grand old man, Fa- a fal'thinO"
he
wor-e
it
duril1O'
his
War
II
comrades
to
be
returned.
b
laxation without expense • • •
aboard the Kungslwlm; 39th
ther Edward T. Cononrs.
Freshman days at Harvard. What Among the six three of our own
Gasoline shortage.
Combat Team guards head26TH FA BN. REPRESENTED
a hat!
Division men. Five of them were
quarters city of Algiers. Du 1947I think Service Btry. 26th FA
duly respected in public cereBavaria: THE NINTH IS DEpain, lemons,' eggs, Arabs and
Bn. should be congratulated on SGT. D'ORAZIO RITES
monies 011 Armistice Day. The
ACTIVATED on January 15th
Frenchmen.
their turnout•. Read these names,
sIxth
man,
2nd
Lt.
Friedman,
was
A later letter from MeKenzie
in Augsburg!
you ex-26thers from Srv. Bty., deals with the services for First not included; I presume because 1944No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Winchester and Vicinity: Monand I'll bet ~;ou will say "Why Sgt. Americo L. O'Orazio:
of the family's wishes.
,
didn't I attend." Make it a date
I
was
personally
able
to
visit
All members of the 34th FA
for '48. Huber, Roscoe, Quinn, Bn. will remember Sgt. D'Orazio. the family of the late Pic Knapp.
Wilkinson, Pergiovanni, Murray,
Tuesday night, Nov. 11 at f) I learned they were grateful for
Bongiorno, McKenzie,
Sac co, P. M., Father Connol's came to the manner in which all details
Swenson, LeBlanc, Lucas, Laps- Waltham from Worcester; Sgt were handled.
ley, Newton, Albanese, Keyes, 01'- D'Orazio's Battery Commander
I received a call from the mayticari and Zablow are all ex-26th came to 'Valtham from Provi- or, who wished to express his
n1en of Service Batteri' and all dence, R. I.; and 25 members of thanks for the interest shown and
were present. Taking the place of the- Greater Boston Chapter came believed that he, along with SenFrancis H. Wolman, 74 Hillside
their departed son were Mr. and to pray for the repose of the s{)ul ator D' Allesandro and another
Ave., .Edwardsville, Pa., sounds off
Mrs. Fitzgerald, their··. daughter, of Sgt. D'Orazio. It was a nice former Ninth man in his office,
. and' Eddi~~'girl friend.
again this month with another
demonstration of the respect and did all that would have been deTRAVE[o"'!: 000 MILES
esteem one member of the Ninth sired in the way of Associatiqn
SOS, trying to arouse some of his
Mr; an~)
Harold W'olIuber hM for another.
,
' wishes.'
buddies from the 899th T. D.1tiade"the"'i,Ooo 'mile round. trip
Although
coincidental,
I
preFrom the Waltham newspapers:
and Frank now gets around to
·fromOlean; N. Y., in their new
Funeral· services for 1st Sgt. sume, but somewhat psychic, was
Buick. Hal'old is bigger than ever. Americo L. O'Orazio, Waltham's the presence of the Ninth Infancalling them the "Lost Battalion."
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Roscoe first l'eturned God Star her{), were try Division Band. Senator D'AI'Volman says he thinks they
made the 300.,mile l'o\.md trip from held in the State Armory.
lesandro was an honorary grand
all enlisted in the Foreign LeNew Milford, Conn., ill their new
marshal.
The funeral cortege left from
and Rose Parowith Friedman, deChevrolet. No change in Rusty.
Hoping this rendition as l"e- Yoted brother of Mrs. Samuel Ber- gion in hopes of forgetting the
Armory and merchants along
, Mr... and Mrs. GeOl'ge W. Wil- the
ported
by
me
shall
give
inspirathe route drew their window
man, Jersey City, N. J., and Mrs. rors they committed during the'
kinson wei"e also present. George shades as the he'arse passed.
tion and initiative for others to Max Gordon~ Services at the Sil- days of fraternizati9n. The Octois now working,. for ·Uncle Sam in
carry· forth. I believe all our fal- berg Memorial Chapel, 804 Madithe West Concord, Mass., postlen buddies ,,'ho will be returned, son Ave., on Wednesday after- foil isn't sure, but it seems like
office.
SGT. CEORGE BARRON PAID
should be well remembered for noon at 3 o'clock. Relatives arid that Harry Veeneman the Chicago
'PERGIOVANNIBRINGS
RESPECT BY ALL OF
their supreme effort.
friends· are respectfully invited group has elected' as . Recording
HIS PEEWEE
. GREENE COUNTY, PA.
(Signed).,
R.M. SPEERS.
and· may also .call· at the chapel Secretary, was' attached to the
Kiki Pergiovanni brought his
From Mike Chekosky, former
on Tuesday evening lro.n 7 to 9 899th outfit.
Pee Wee along. Yes, "Pee Wee" sergeant, Hq. Co., 39th Regt.,
The three Ninth men returned o'clock.
PLATTS GETS "MUGGED"
is Mrs. Pergiovanni. She is knee now living on Rt. I,Greensboro, to Albany were Second Lt.
Officel's and members of the
high to a grasshopper, hence the Pa., conles this interesting news Charles L. Friedman, 60th; Pfc.
Another interesting item in
name.Pergi is part owner of a letter about the final burial ()f Walter K. Knapp, Jr., 60th, and C{)ngregation Beth EI Jacob ex- W 01man'8 letter concerns former
pl"essed profound sorrow at the Sgt. Hal Platts. In a recent edi~
contracting business.
Sgt. George Barron, Co. K, 39th: Pfc. Raymond J. Stewart, ·39th.
CALLING DETROIT
I want to let you and the rest
One of the touching scenes sent untimely passing of Charl~s L. tion of· a, publication produced by,
Wise & Go., New York, Hal's picNo change in John. Murray. of our ·buddies know that one of in by Speers was the wife and Friedman.
ture sh{)ws up on the first page~
You fellows in the Detroit area our dead arrived home and was daughter of Pfc. Raymond StEwh d'
bm'ied Sunday, Nov. 9, 1947. He art receiving a posthumous award
as one of the first load of G. I.s
should try to contact J 0 11 urmg was Sgt. George Barron; killed in from Brig. Gen. Ames T. Brown. MAYOR'S REMARKS
Mayor COl~ning in paying trib- to dock in the states from Europe
January. He expects to, attend a
General· Motol's School to Jearn action at Germet,er, Germany.
PFC. WALTER F. KNAPP, ute to Albany's war dead had this after V -E. Day.
the finer points of the '48 Olds. :
Three men from the 39th at- JR., had been through· every bat- to ·say:
A poem, composed by Wolman,
Bongiorno is still in the cleans- tended, the services, Juliana of tle in. Africa, Sicily, the invasion
"AU we Amel'icans ask is that while stationed· in the Deutchland'
. ing business. Bill is a little fatter Service Co., NapolanoofK Co., of Normandy and Belgium with
is enclosed in his letter. The poem
since you last saw him in Atten- and myself.
the First Army, Ninth Division, we be allowed to live in peace and was . written after the Rhine and
in
friendly
intcTcourse
with
other
Kirchen.
LARGEST FUNERAL IN
60th Infantry, and.was an. instrucFlak Hill experiences:
Sacco. looks younger in civvies. HISTORY OF COUNTY
tor in England when ordered "into nations. There is nothing they
have
that
we
envy
or
desire.
EASTER FOREVER
Bill is still re'pairing Mack trucks.
This was the largest military actiqnduring the German offenEaster forever shall ring .->' er the
Swenson looks good.
Walter funeral I ever saw; about 400 vets sive. He was killed on September CIA TERRIBLE PRICE"
land,
has a small auto repair shop and iIi unifol'm attended; about seven 22. 1944, near Aachen. 'He was
"Victory in war too often deis doing well.
or eight V. F.W. and L-egion educated at St. Patrick's School, mands a terrible price. It l'eaches On mountain; on valley, on burning sand;
. LeBlanc, nutr sed! Frenchy is Posts took part in 'the services.
Albany, and was graduated. from into happy homes, it brings s{)rEaster forever is the cry of the
still .minding his own business.
The funeral convoy was sh'etch- Roessleyille High School. Before row and hea;rtbreak.
free,
Those wh{) have seen Clelnent in ed· for aDout two miles. All of entering military sel'vice he was
"It is for us who survived and And· sweet is the call of liberty.
Bragg, Africa, Sicily,Scotland, Greene County paid tribute to our emplojZed by the New York State
England, li'rancesand G.ermany buddy. . Flags throughout, the Highway Division in Col{)nie. His for the families of those who
family lives at 16 Knapp Terrace, came back to be prayerfully Jesus arose on this bright Easter
know what I mean.
county were at half-staff.
"
a street named in honor of his thankful that the sacrifice of
day,
Lucas has l'ecovered fl'om a se- DOES HIS HEART GOOD
those we honor today was the And to us he showed his Golden
I'iollS illness. Carl is now w'orkIt did nlY heart good to see the grandfather, George Kna}Jp.
price
they
paid
that
their
compan'Vay·
ing for Uncle Sam in the Boston tribute the citizens and veterans
In sumn;~r or winter, during day
postoffice.
of Greene county gave our buddy,
PFC. RAYMOND J. STEW- ions might live."
The
mayor
ended
his
address
or
night
Jim Lapsley made tl1etrip Sgt. Barron's mother appreciated ART, wbofell in Germany near
from Long Island, N. Y. Jim is a it and I am sure all of our Gold Aachen on Dec.' 11, If.l44, cele- by reading the letter of Abraham His love and mercy shall be the
light.
claiills agent for the express com- Star Mothers will.
brated his daughter Joyce's,~fourth Lincoln to Mrs. Bixby, who lost
pany. He bought a home.
I am sorry I didn't get the birthday on his last leave home in five sons in the Civil War.
Because of His death, again may
The originals from Fo.rt Bragg name of the sergeant who came Albany. He was a member of Co. PRAYERS OFFERED
we live
will remember Jim Newton. When with the body so our organization C, 39th Infantry. He was eduThe service endedwitli prayers
the 26th left for parts unknown, could thank him as a group for cated ih School 18, Albany High by'a Protestant, a Catholic and a In the Heavenly glory that he di.l
give; .
School and Siena College. He was Jewish clergyman, with the soundJim went to QM OCS and landed his services to our buddy.
29 years old and had been in the ing of taps and the National An- For surely no part of hell we
with the Transportation COl'ps.
DROP MRS. BARRON A LINt:
want everJoe Albanese weighs about 300.
I would like for the organiza- Army nine months when he was them by the military band.
So that is our reason for Easter
He is jack of all trades at the VA ti9n to -drop Sgt. Barron's mother killed. His widow, Mrs. Catherine
The
parade
was
led
by
Mayor
forever!
Facility, White River Junction, a line as· a tribute from all of L. Stewart, and Joyce, now seven, Corning and State Senator Peter
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
Vermont.
Sgt. Barron's buddies. Write to reside at 20 First Ave. His par- Dallesandro, Congressional MedCustomer: "How is this hash
GI HAIRCUT
her through the address of her ents, Mr. and Mrs. William S. al of Honor winner, and former
made?"
Orticari made the 250-mile, son, John Barron, R. F. D., Car- Stewart lh:e at 277 Second Ave. Ninth Division man.
trip with Red Albane&e. For a michaels, Pa.
Waitress: ('Made, sir? Hash
No Dues-No Octofoil
Lt.
Friedman's
funeral
notices
while everyone thought Lou had
It is om'. duty to do .a11 we can
ain't made-it just accumul'ates.
Advertisement
that
ask
IlDo
appearing
inAlbaJ~ypapers
reads:
re-enlistedbecause he had one of for our buddies who gave their
FRIEDMAN Entered into ro u need cash?" and "Could you
those· Saturday mOl'ning special lives in hattle.
Don't complain about thing~
GI haircuts. Lou is still driving
Give my l'egard to ~ll ()f our eternal rest December 1, 1945, use more moriey~" are downright'
2nd Lt. Charle's Leonard Frieda truck for the Highway· Dept. in buddies.
that· do not bother :rou•
impertinent.
Vermont.
(Signell) MIKE' CHEKOSKY. man, USA; beloved sono! Morris

MANY HOURS DEVOTED TO COMPILING DATA FROM VARIOIUS NEWSPAPERS CARRYING DETAILS RELATIVE
TO THE FINAL BURIAL RITES.

Januarys to Remember

WOLMAN LOOKING
FOR LONG LOST
899TH T. D. GROUP
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"
ANOTHER BOAT LOADED WITH BUDDIES
WHO FELL ON THE FIELD ARRIVED
IN THE U. S. NOVEMBER 25.
CHAPLAIN PROPST SUBMITS A BENEDICTION BEFITTING
THE REMAINS OF THOSE BOYS WHO GAVE THEIR
ALL PROTECTING OUR WAY OF LIFE IN AMERICA.
.
.
.
P
t
f
N' th
Chaplain (Major) CeCil Loy rops, a ormer In
Infantry Division Chaplain, and now E~'.se Chaplain at the
Wright Air Base in Dayton, Ohio, very kindly prepared
.
b ene d'ICt'IOn t 0 accompany,.
f or Th..e 0 COOl
t f '1 th
. e f 0 11 OWing
the printed list ,of Ninth Division 'Var D,ead returned this
month for Final Burial:

Oh, Eternal Fath'er, amidst the silence and quietude
that envelopes the return of our beloved comrades from
the field of battle where they gave their all, we pray for
Thy benediction of peace.
Great Father of all those who are burdened with
sorrow and sacrifice~ may their pain be eased, their
hearts comforted and their spirit be given courage and
strength by Thy benediction of love.
Almighty and merciful God, we graciously place into
Thy hands those who rest beneath· the covering of the
Stars and Stripes; may they find peaceful rest i~ the soil
of their own beloved land and their souls receive complete freedom and refuge in Thy eternal benediction of
salvation.
Now unto Him That is able to keep you from falling,
and to bring you· faultless before the presence of His
glory with exceeding joy, to the only wise God our
Savior, be glory and majesty, dominion and power, both
now and ever. Amen.
FLORIDA
The list of Ninth Division War
Knowles. Berlin \Y., Jr., Pic.,
Dead printed in this issue. arrived 39th, Mrs" Eddie Knowle~, 4108
in New York November 25, from Central Ave., Tampa, Fla.
Henri Chapelle Cemetery, Eupen, GEORGIA
Belgium, on the USAT Robert
Brown, Henry G., Pic., 60th.
Burns.
Mrs. Ethel B. Bro'wn, Route 6.,
D
· d .Ias t month , be
A s expIame
- u bl'm, G a.
cause of the limited number of
Jackson, Alvin B., Sgt., 47th,
funeral cars available this issue of Mrs. Lillie B. Jackson, Arnco Mill,
Th 0
f'l
'11 b . n th h d
e
fo e thl~S: Rt. 5 , NewOman, Ga.
P
h
e cto 01 WI
o f many mem b ers
e re
Si k'es,
scar, Jr.,
vt., 60t,
buddies al'l'ive at their destination Tempie S. Sikes, 411 Ba v St.,
' I . It b e h ooves eac h Baxley, Ga.
ol
for. final·b
urla
former Ninth DiVIsion man who is
located near the next-oi-kin of ILLINOIS
B rown, Ch a1'1es L .\ P v.,
60t 11,
t
anyone of these boys to contact
the relative and offer to be of any I Mrs. Lela R. Brown. Golconda, Ill.
service possible.
Cook, Leroy C., Pvt.• 47th. Mr.
Hel'll1an Cook, 4647 Wolcott, ChiALABAMA
cag-o, Ill.
,
Bailey, Jack Coo Pic.. , 15th
Davis. Arthur, Jr.. Pic., 60th,
Engrs., Sam Bailey, Box 37, Rt. 1, Arthur L. Davis. Rt. 2, Morrisville,
Helena. Ala.
Illinois.
Head. Earl W., Pic., 47th,
Dehler. Melvin M.• Pvt., 60th,
James T. Head, Rt. 2, Deatsville, Mary Elizabeth Dehler, 416' S.
Ala.
50th St., Centerville Sta., Ill.
ARIZONA
Dixon, 1Villiam R., Pvt.. 60th,
Cuaron, Jesus R., Pic,. 47th, Mr. Andrew J. Dixon, Scheller, Ill.
Manuel Cuaron, Box 1331, JeDuvall, Russel ,W.. Pfc., 47th,
rome, Ariz.
Mrs. Thelma G. Duvall, 119
ARKANSAS
Franklin St.. \Vashington, Ill.
Cason, Floyd, Cpl.. 60th. Charles
Elkin, John L., Pfc., 39th, MarL. Cason, Rt. 1, Walnut Ridge, tha Elkin, Box 495. Elpaso, Ill.
Ark.
Glaser, PhiHn R., Pvt.. 39th,
Goodner, Herbert G., Pfc., 60th, Mrs. Cecelia Glaser. 122 S. MilRufus E. Goodner, Mount Ida, lard Ave., Chicag-o. Ill.
Ark.
Kelly, Edward P., Cpt. 39th,
McCalman, Clyde V., Pfc.. 60th, Mr. PatrIck Kelly, 703 ,Yo 55th
Robert O. McCalman, Bradley, St.. Chicago, Ill.
Ark.
Misiunas, Bruno J., Pd.• 47th,
Smith, Clarence B., Jr.. Sgt., Daniel J. Misiuna::o, 610 Wall St.,
60th; Clarence B. Smith, 1504 E. Rockford, Ill.
.7th Ave., Pine Bluff, Ark.
Murzanski••John.T.. Pvt.. 60th.
Mr. John Murzansld. 4342 S
CALIFORNIA
Paulina St.• Chicago, Ill.
Currie, Richard J., Pvt.,. 3flth,
Russell, \Vayne L., Pvt., 60th,
Mr. William Currie, 2279 Baltic Mr. Clarence C. Russell, 406 GoodAve., Lon~ Beach, Calif.
all Court, Rock Falls, Ill.
Edmonds, John J., Pfc., 899th
Walter J .. PIc., 39th, LilTD. Mr. John J. Edmonds, ~133 1· Sarno,
S S
935 W t B
Golden Gate Ave., San FranCISCO, Ian
.
amp,
es
arry
Calif.
Ave., Chicago,' Ill.
Dominguez, Frank W., T -.f,
Schutt, Rudolph 'V.. Pfc., 60th,
47th, Mr. Paul Dominguez, Red- Mr. Carl Schutt, 504 'V. Washinglands St., Vi&ta, Calif.
ton St., Harvard, Ill.
Lewis, Melvin A., Pvt., 60th,
Severson, Robert A .. Capt.. Div.
Mrs. Mary H. l,ewis, 512 Ardmore, Art., ChesterL. Severson, 509 W.
Bellflower, Calif.
Willow St., Normal, Ill.
Sayle, Warren A., Pic., 60t~,
Simkin. Fred, Pfc.. 39th. Mr.
Mr. Henry J. Sayle, 251 S. MarI- Solomon' Simkin, 3839 W. Grenposa Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
shaw St., Chicago, Ill.
Young, Beauford E., Sgt., 60th,
Z awa d a, 8t eph en W ., S g.,
t
Mr. Delbert M. Young, Box 24, 899th
TD, Mr. Adam Przybyla,
2055 N. Long Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Taylorsville, Calif,

b

CONNECTICUT~

INDIANA
Waldron, James E., Pfc .• 39th,
Chuttores, John, Pv.t., 47th. Mr.
Mr. James 'Waldron, Box 82, Me- John Chuttores, 815 N. Oak St.,
chanicsville, Conn.
Mishawaka, Ind,

Esmeier, Clifford M., S-Sgt.,
899th 'I'D, Mrs. Mal'y E. E&meier,
Rt. 9, Kratzville Rd., Evansville,
Ind.
Grindean, Emil, Sgt., 39th, Lena
~~:::;:li~, r~~L 20, Box 979, InJohnson, Max G., Pvt., ,47th,
Lewis W. Johnson, Rt. 1, Greensfork, Imt
McKibbin, Ga)'le E., Sgt., 746th
Tk. Bil., Ira D. McKibbin, Rt. 1,
.Box .64, K?komo, I~d.
~lChloYVltz, pavHI,_ P~c., 39th,
PhIlIp
MlChlowltz,
St. Evansville
Ind.21;:, N. 'V. 5th
Poffenberge~·. .Joseph L., Pic.,
39th, Rayn~ond D. Poffenberger,
127 E. Spring St., Bluffton, Iud;
Whittaker. Manford M., T-Sgt.,
60th, Merrill 'Whittaker, 833 E.
Crockett, Coyington, Ind.

MAINE
Mrs. Ester J. Snyder. RFD 1, RaStevens, Edwin R.,Sgt., 60th, vana, N. Y.
Mr. George ·W. Steveni', i~ Oak
Stone, Albert E., Pvt., 39th,
St., Waterville, Me.
Mrs. Clara Stone, 111 Diamond
St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
MARYLAND
Sturm. Howard F'., Pfc., 60th.
Deinlein, J-ohn C., Jr., Pic., 60th, FrederickF. Sturm, 189-02 113th
Mr. John George Deinlein, Sr., Ave., St. Albans, N. Y.
Millersville, Md.
Landis, Robert R., Pfc.,. 39th, NORTH CAROLINA
Samuel S. Landis, 3802 58th Ave.,
Raxter, Edwin Y., Sr., Pvt.,
Woodley Hills, Hyattsville, Md.
60th, Mrs. Dora E. Baxtel', 212
Augustine, Fabian J., Pfc., Co. Maple St., Shelby, N. C.
B, 47th Inf., :Mr~. It'rances G. AuGarner. Robert K., Pvt., 47th,
gustine, 522 69th St., Seat P~eas Mr. Clinton Peter Garner, 1701
ant, Maryland;
Roseland St., Greensboro, N. C.
Garner, Thomas E .. Pic., 47th,
MASSACHUSETTS
Mrs. Ethel G. Mane::,s, Robbins,
Gemelli. Victor ~I., Sgt., 15th N. C.
Engrs., Louis J. Gamelli, 100
McCan, Glenville C., Pvt .. 746th
Alexander' St., Dorchester, Mass. Tk. En., Mrs. Pearl K McCall,
Millard, Olive Jr., Pvt.. 47th, Gen. Del., Brevard, N. C.
.
George O. Millard, Prospect St.
McFarland, Tryan C., Jr.. Cpl.,
Ext., "Westfield, Mass.
IOWA
84th FA Bn., Lena River lVlcFar.:
Neal. .John S.. Sgt.. 39th, land. Box 1098, Southern Pines;
Eschen. Karl G., 1st Lt., 47th,
Karl G. Eschen, 1245 1-2 Iowa St., Charles 'V. Neal, Clyde Ave., N. C.
Wilmington, Mass.
Dubuque, Iowa.
McMillan, .Tohn D., Pvt., 39th.
Pucillo, Samuel A., Sgt., 39th, C. M. McMillan, Rt. 2, Box 142,
Cist, Charles E., S-Sgt., 60th,
Mrs. Rose Pucillo, 170 Bradford Laurinburg, N. C.
Harry Gist,Lovilia, Iowa.
Hamann, Alfred F., Pvt., 60th, St., Everett, Mass.
McPherson, John .T., S-Sgt.,
Richards. 'Vi11iam 0., Pvt.. 39th, Mr. John D. McPherson,
Hans P. Hamann, Anthon, Iowa.
Moore, Frank .E.. Pic., 39th, 60th,William L. Richards, 15 1201 English St., Green~boro,
Vivian M. Moore, 50~) S. Wooster, Greenhalge St., Medford, Mass.
N. C.
Algona, Iowa.
NEW JERSEY
Mimms, James C., Pic., 60th, S.
Allen, Hazelton \V.. T-Sgt., C. l\Iimm~. 2?24 Englewood Ave.
1
KANSAS
47th, Mr. Elwood F. Allen, Tuck- Durham, N. C.
Appleman. Robert D., Pvt., erton Rd.. Medford. N. J.
Morehouse,
James
H.,
Jr..
Sgt..
47th, Doris D. Appleman. 309 N.
Barricelli, Gustav A., Pfc., 47th, 60th, Ur. James H. Morehouse.
3rd St., Arkansas City, Kans.
Mr. John Barxicelli, 3410 Federal 2032 Lombardy Circle, Charlotte,
Eppler. Roger M., Pvt., 39th, St., Camden, N. J.
N. C.
William T. Eppler, 840 Spring St.,
Carlton, George R., Pic., 47th,
Russell, Crawford B.,
Cpl.,
Atchison, Kan.
Richard A. Carlton, Vine and 376th AAA, David A. Russell, Mt.
David B. Gilbert, Pfc., 47tb. Mr. Brewster Rds., Vineland. N. J.
Gilead, N. C.
Gale Brice Gilbert, Rantoul, Kans.
Ciesliko\vski, Peter W., Pic.,
Slaughtel', Claude R., Pfc.,
Cecil O. Goatlev, T-3, 47th, 39th, Mrs. KatherineCieslikowski,
39th, Mrs. Eliza S. Slatl~hter, 16
Jerry Simpson Goatley, Ness City, 116 Broadway. Bayonne, N. J.
Glovenia,
Leaksvme, N. C.
Kans.
Guido, Frask M .• Pvt.. 60th, Mr.
Michael Guido, 445 Lakeside Ave., OHIO
MICHIGAN
Orange, N.•1.
Amstutz, James II.. Pic., 6~th,
Ames, Charles W., Pfe.. 60th,
Hooley, George B., .Tr.. Pfc., Mr. Harry Amstutz, Rt. 1, Harrod,
John A. Ames. Pickford, Mich.
47th Mrs. Lillian P. Hooley. 186 Ohio.
Cauchon, Paul J., Pvt., Co. B, Farl~y Ave.. Fanwood, N. J.
Bayardi, I __ eon T., S-Sgt.. 47th.
"17th, Joseph A. Cauchon, 8736
Sullivan. John .T., Jr., Pfc.. 47th, Mrs. Jo~.ephine Bayardi, P. O.Box
Agnes Ave., Deh·oit. Mich.
Mr. John J. Sullivan, 322 Amboy 21, Connersville, Ohio.
Dickerson. Jack B., Pvt., 60th, A~7e VToodb"';dge N J
Bennett... John H.. Pfc.. 39th,
Mrs. Annie Belle Dickerson. 2415
•., Iv
~"
,
•
•
Meta M. "Bennett, 1282 Summit
Centel'1ine St., Centerline, Mich.
NEW YORK
Lakewood, Ohio.
Hill, Elmer 0., Pfc., 60th,
Astrolko, Paul B.. Pic., 39th, Ave..
Bober, Andrew A., Pic., 15th
Enoch Amos Hill, 28506 John Adelina Astrolko, 229 S. Regent
Engr., 1\lrs. Anna Bober, Rt. G,
Hauk Ave .. Garden City, Mich.
St.. Port Chester, N. Y.
Ohio.'·
Pctnik, Sam, T-Sgt.. 60th, Steve
Bain, JIarold J., PIc., 60th, Caldwell,
Breech. I __ ester E., Pyt., 39th,
PlItnik, 1931 Burnside, Detroit, Mary B. Winn, RFD1, Smith'5
Mrs. Augusta Bre~ch, McDermott,
Mich.
Basin, N. Y.
Ohio.
Stolal'skL Walter M., PIc.. 60th,
Burlew, Harry E., Pvt., Co.
Cline. Roland, Jr., S-Sgt.. 899th
:Mrs. Victoria Stolarski, 345~1 Eva- B, 47th, Mrs. Lettie Marie H. Bur- TD,
Mrs. Evelyn Balla. 5()6 N.
line St., Hamtramck. Mich.
lew, 98 S. Main, Homer, N. Y.
Tomasin, .Tohn M.. Pfc.. 39th,
Chamoff, Milton Soo Pvt.. 39th, Chestnu t St.. Ravenna, Ohio.
Claw::;on, Ralph H., Pfc.. 15th
Anton Tomasin, 1~56S AI1glin St., Doris H. Cham off, 355 Chester
En!!!'., Rt. 1. Houston, Ohio.
Detroit, Mich.
St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fish. GUY D.. Pvt., 47th, I,nigi
MINNESOTA
Lawrence Chazen, Sgt.. 60th, Piecitelli, 1236 \Vest 37th, AshtaG
Clara Chazen, 6~J Butler Ave., bula, Ohio.
.. S-Sgt..
47th, B u ifa 1o. N . Y •
J\Ir.Hanson,
Helge Carl
Hanson,
609 Jenks
Forney, George II.. Pvt.• 60th.
~
St PI1\'1'
Critni, Nicholas A., Pvt., 60th, Dorothy J. Forney, Fairview St.,
~ ve... .' au,
mn. S
Mrs. Josephine A. Crimi, 870 Atwater,
Ohio.
Litwm. Edward J ..• gt., 47th, P k A
B
kl
N Y
Michael Litwin. 1422 5th St., N.E.,
aD - T ve., ~~. i;'np Sgt' 60th
Grubb, Reed, Pic.. 47th, Mamie
Minneapolis. Minn.
e roya.
u· ., ,--.,
, Fairchild. 429 'V. Mulberry St..,
S
.
II
II E Pi
60 h Mrs. Josephine M. De Troya, 200 Springtield. Ohio.
oynng-,
•aro
. c., )' t , N . M'
St M ecl'ma, 1
N. Y •
IS
'
Rt f.1>.,
0M
am.,
Gwifi11. Billy E .. Pvt., 39th, Mr.
na oyrmg-.
. . gema,
mn.
De Vito. Peter A., Pvt., 60th,
Townsend. David K. Pfc.. 39th, Mrs. Ermelinda De Vito. 601 S. Charle.:;. Fremont Gwinn, Box 368,
A
thens.
Ohio.
Mrs.
.
S t., Rome, N . ""
Minn. Cora Townsend, Graceville, Ma(hson
~.
Howell, Eugene F .. Pfe.. 47th,
English, John J., Tech. 5. Co. 1.
Mr. Rayburn I<'. Howell, Rt. 5. SidM~SSISSIPPI
47th. Mrs. Mary A. English. 215 ney, Ohio.
Tyler, Percy H .• Jr., Sgt., 60th, Kimball Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Jarvis, Raymond, Sgt.. 47th,
Mr. Percy H. Tavlor. Sr., 499 S.
Horowitz, Jack, S-Sgt.. 39th, Marcella Jarvis, 1236 S. ConnectiHuntington St., Kosciusko. Miss. Mr. Harry Horowitz. 1304 E. cut Ave., Wellston. Ohio.
,19th St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Keyser, John G., 2rid Lt., 60th,
MISSOURI
Ianniello. Anthony J., Sgt., Mrs. Sari Groves Keyser, 4301
Allbright. R~ndell, '1'-5. 746th 60th, Ralph Ianniello, 333 S. 6th Guernsey St., BeUaire, Ohio.
Tk. Bn., Mr. Felix H. Allbright, Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
King-. Marcus T., S-Sgt.. 39th,
M3 l 'ouand, Mo.
Johnston, Thomas, Pic .. 60th, Mr. Daniel Fortney King, Rt. 1,
Coffelt, Dale M.,T-4. 47th, Beatrice S. Johnston . 65 'Varbur- Mendon. Ohio.
Guv L. Coffelt. Chamois.. Mo.
ton Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Locher, Karl J., Pvt.. 60th, Mr.
Hasselbring. Louis F.. Pfc.,
Kranz. Orville C., Pvt., 60th, .John E. Locher, Rt. 2. Geneva,
39th, Mrs. Mae A. Hasselbring, Mr. Phillip H. G. Kranz, 119 W. Ohio.
Sarcoxie, Mo.
Bridg~ St,: Oswego. N. Y.
Pyles. Robel·t E., Pvt" 39th,
Paxton, Robert Ie.. Pfc.. 60th.
La Manna, Anthony F., Pic.• Thomas A. Pyles, 1414 Clay St.,
Lorraine A. Paxton, 915 N. 12th 47th, Mrs. Carmela La Manna, 22 Cincinnati, Ohio.
St.. St. J,oui~, Mo.
Hillcrest Rd., Bronxville, N. Y.
Vitantonio, Michael E., Pic.,
Pyle, Leslie R.. Pfc., 47th, Mr.
Larsen, How,rd C.. Pvt., 3Hth, 39th, 1'v1rs. Theresa A. Vitantonio,
Ernest S. Pyle, J 602 Sterling St., Mrs. Rita D. Larsen, 574 51st St., 1~~'4 Garden Dr., South Eu~lid.
Independence, Mo.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Omo.
Miller. Mon-is, Pvt., GOth, Louis
KENTUCKY
Miller, 220 E. Broadway, New OREGON
Lawson, .John, Jr.• Pic.• 60t.h, York. N. Y.
Blair. Cleo M., Pvt., 47th, LowMrs. Magg:e Lawson, Box 333,
O'Keefe. John J., Capt., 47th, ell V. Blair, Rt. 1, Box 116, Sher'Jackson, Ky.
Mr. Daniel W. O'Keefe, 1318 idan, Ore.
McCord. David C.• 2nd Lt.• 47th, ~~henectady Ave.• Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ducharme, . Harvey 'V., Pie.,
J. W. McCord. Rt. 5, Lexington,
Oram, Leonard G., Pvt.. 47th, 39th, Hattie L. Ducharme, Box
Ky.
Mrs. Margaret Oram, 108 Warren 411, Grande Ronde, Ore.
Martin, Richard E., S-Sgj.., 60th, St.. Hudson, N. Y.
Richard I. Martin. Onton. Ky.
PaciUo Frank A., Pfe., 60th, PENNSYLVANIA
Merideth.WilliDms, Pic., 899th Emanuel' Pacillo
11 Voorhess
Anthony, John M., Pvt., 15th
'I'D., Martin' H. Merideth, Mun:-- St.. Amsterdam, N. Y.
f d '11 K
1
J
h A
Sgt 60th Engr., Gerna V. Utley, Box 325,
or VI e, v,..
_
Retz er. osep
.,
.,.
., Manor, Pa.
Moore, WIlham R.. Pvt., a9th, Mrs.
Elizabeth Retzler
2248
Berry, Harry F., Pfc., 47th, Mr.
William W. Mo?re. Old State Rd., Webster Ave., Bronx; N. Y.
M. Berry. 7410 Bingham
Rt. 2, Alexandna: Kv.
..,Richardson, Clyde S., Jr., Pfc., Harry
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
T Atwood • Johnme \V., Pvt., u9th,
60th. Clyde S. Richardson, 35-2'0
r
Brown, Richard J., Pvt., 39th,
Newton. N.
Atwo?d, Stanford, Kv. 92nd St., Jackson Heights, N. Y.
CaudIll. DarWIn, 1st Lt., 9th
.
h J
P
60 h Mrs. ElYa J. Brown, Rt. 3, KittanMed. John D. Caudill, Garrett,
Rohh, Josep
."
vt.,
t , ning, Pa.
Ky. '
.
Mrs. Margaret Rolm, 1725 Purdy
Caiazza, Joseph C., Pic., 60th.
Groeble. Clifford E., Pfc., 60th, St., Bronx, N.} Y. D
~'t "9th Mr. Frank Caiazza, 108 Friendship
Emil Groeble, 1709 Bernheim
Rose, Stan ey
., r O{., u
, St., New Castle, Pa.
Lane, Louisville, Ky.
Mrs. Anna Rose. 1170 Nameoke
Canouse, Jays, First Sgt., 60th.
St., Far Rockaway, N. Y.
Edna M. Canouse, 725 Green St.,
LOUISIANA
S co tt • 1\'"leI'1e L ., PfC., 60th , 'IU'
IV.lr. Berwick. Pa.
Davis, John 0 .. Pvt., 60th. Hed- 'Wilfred S. Scott, 731 16th St.,
Crawford, Donald J., Cpl.. 39th,
rick N. Davis, Box 385, Homer, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Mr. Alfred G. Crawford, Rt. 7,
Louisiana.
Seinberg, Albert J., Pfc., 39th, Mahoningtown, Pa.
Lord, Thomas H .• S-Sgt., 47th, Mrs. Dinah Seinberg, 1105 Coney
Evanetz, Gregory C., Pvt., 60th,
Mrs. Gertrude F. Parish, 2800 De- Island Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mary A. Patron, 209 'V. Chestnut
Vaughn, Shreveport, La.
Snyder, Everett H., Pvt., 60th, St., Mt. Union, Pa.
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"IN MY

THE
F~TH'ER'S

HO(]SE ARE

(Reprinted from August 24,
1945 issue of "The Raider."
Furnished The Octofoil by Col.
John G. Van Houten):

BY THE GRACE OF GOD •••" THESE
NAMES ARE THOSE OF OTHERS INSTEAD OF' YOU, YOU, AND YOU.

MAKE EVERY EffORT TO CONTACT THE NEXT-Of-KIN Of
THOSE BUDDIES BEING SENT NEAR YOUR HOMEAND HELP ANY WAY YOU CAN.

(Continued iI'om Page 8)
Gleaner, Edward, Pic., 39th,
Mr. Isaac Gleaner, 358 'Ritner St.,
I>hiladelphia,· Pa.
Harding, William P., 2nd Lt.,
47th, Mrs. Florence M. Harding,
148 Pershing St., Gallitzin, Pa.
Hughes, Vincent P., Sgt., 39th,
Mrs. Eleanor L. Hughes, 308
Blanchard St., Osceola Mills, Pa.
Kara, John G., Jr., S-Sgt., 39th,
Mr. John C. Kara. Hiller, Pa.
Kozlowski, Walter, Pfc., 47th,
Mrs. Scholistica Kozlo.wski, 1295
Franklin St., Old Forge, Fa.
Mick, John A., Pfc.• 60th, Mr.
Anthony Mick. 762 N. Taney St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Miller, Parry J., Pvt., 39th, Mrs.
Esther Diehl. 1001 N. Main St.,
Bethlehem, Pa.
Mull, Harvey R., Pfc., 60th, Mr.
John E. Mull, Box 6, Fayetteville,
Pa.
Mullin, William L .. S-Sgt., 60th,
., Mr. Earl Mullin, 330 Cedar St.,
Bristol, Pa.
Mutschler, Paul J., Pic., 39th,
Elizabeth Mutschler, 260 Anthony
St.. Pittf>burgh, Pa.
.. ..
. Pennington, Claude L., Pvt.,
.....,..--·3.9.tb", ,M:rfl~...Nellie ,P.en:nington,
1800 Boothwyn Rd., Linwood, Pa.
Sadlek, Emil M., Pfc., 47th,
Mrs. Vincent Sadlek, Rt. 1, Jefferson, Pa.
Schork, John, Pfc., 39th, Mr.
Joseph W. Schork, Rt. 2, Box 86,
Homer City, Pa.
Serafin, Joseph .r., Pfc., 39th,
Elizabeth Serafin, Hastings, Pa.
Shipley, Ewing H., Cpl., 15t'h
Engr., Mary E. Shipley, 331 Third
St., Mather, Pa.
Subic, Joseph J., Pic., 47th, Mr.
Paul Subic. Box 78, Preston, Pa.
Trotz, Walter L., Cpl., 60th,
Mrs. Mary Trotz, 217 Maple St.,
Dickson City, Pa.
Unferdorfer, Joseph S., PIc.,
39th, Anton Unferderfer, 57 Groely Ave., Etna, Pa.
Zylinski, Edward A., Pfc., 47th,
Mr. Alexander Zylinski, 303 HoI·
land Ave., BTaddock, Pa.

Rodriguez, Marcos M., Pfc.,
60th, Mrs. Maria D. Rodriguez, P.
O. Box 569, Brownsville, Texas.
Stalcup. Henry E., Pic., 47th,
Mrs. Annie B. Walker, 812 Bryan
St., Fort Worth, Texas.
Tanner, Clyde E., 1st Lt., 74Sth
Tk. Bn., Mr. Thomas E. Tanner,
811 Southeast 8th St., Mineral
Wells, Texas.
Trevino, Augustine, Pfc., 47th,
Andres Trevino, Rt. 1, Box 1711l,
Von Ormy, Texas.
Veazey, Bueford, T-Sgt,. 47th,
Luth-er J. Veazey, Rt. 1, Benwheeler, Texas.
Williams, Basil E., Pic., 60th.
Mr. Melton E. Williams, Box rf,
Broaddus, Texas.
VERMONT
Ward, Horace B., Pvt., 47th,
Mr. Benjamin H. 'Val'd, Rt. 3, st.
J'ohnsbury, Vt.
VIRGINIA
.
Beard, Vernon R., Pic., 60th
FA, ~rs. Dena Beanl, Rt. 2, Box
2, HIckory, V~.
Butler, DavId H., Pvt., 60th,
Mr. Henry E. Butler, Waterloo
St., Warrenton, Va.
Campbell. James IN., Sgt., 60th,
Mr. Reuben Campbell, LowesviUe,
Virginia.
Grinf>tead, Joseph E., Pvt., 47th,
Mr. John K. Grinstead, Rt. 1,
Chilhowie Va
Handy,' Alb~rt M.. S-Sgt., 39th,
Mr. Ellis Handy, Fries, Va.
Rideout, Franklin G., Pfc., 60tp,
Ella M. Rideout, Boykins, Va.
Spence, John L., S-Sgt., 47th,
Mrs. Laura E. Spence, 7628 Fayvel' Ave., Norfolk, Va.
Stone, William L., S-Sgt., 39th,
Fay L. Stone, Box 301, Blacksburg, Va.
Vaught, Jel'ome E., Pic., 47th,
Mr. Eli Vau~ht, Star Route 3,
Front Royal, Va.
WASHINGTON
Klarich, Joseph P., Pvt., 47th,
Mr. Michael Klarich, 4107 Ferdinand St., Tacoma, 'Vash.
WEST VIRGINIA
Clark, Boyd E., Pvt., 47th, Mr.
James P. Clark, Berkeley Springs,
W. Va.
Ringleben, Robert E., Sgt.,
60th, Mr. Dudley D. Ringleben,
Box 1613, Huntington, W. Va.
Savage, Hubert G., Pvt., 39th,
Mrs. Vina S. Collins, 16·1 Cassick
St., Logan, W. Va.
Shrader, Raymond B., T-Sgt.,
60th, Mr. Aubra B. Shrader, Star
Route, Cairo, W. Va.
Stuart, James D., Pic., 47th,
George A. StUal't. Jr., 2312 Kanawha
Blvd.,
E.
Charleston,
W. Va.

The third battalion of the 47th
Infantry honored the memory of
the late Pfc. Carl V. Sheridan
Wednesday afternoon in Moosburg with a formal dedication
ceremony. In a proclamation read
by Lt. Col. Ray Inzer, battalion
commander, the site was officially
named "Camp Sheridan," as four
well-dressed platoons snapped to
attention and presented arms to
their fallen comrade, posthumous.winner of the Congressional Medal of Honor.
IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY
On the speakers' stand, just in
front. of the hug-earchway inscribed with the name, "Camp
Sheridan," were the regimental
executive officer, Lt. Col. Lewis
Mane~s, Lt.. Col. Inzer, and Chaplain Vereling R. Rugh, who pronounced the invocation.
The
Ameriean flag, for which Sheridan gave his lite, fluttel'ed proudly in the breeze above the gate,
which also bore the words, "In
memory .of Carl V. Sheridan,
awarded the Congressional Medal
of Honor posthumously 26th November, 1944."
,
Lt. Col. Inzer said, in part,
"We are assembled here this afternoon to honor and perpetuate
th
f C I V Sh ·'d
e memory. 0 . ar
'.
ell an,
who gave hIS lIfe leadm~ a~; assault on Frenzenberg Castle. H.e
the~ rea~ an. account of. Shel'ldan s actIons III spearheadmg C?
K's assault on the strongly-fortIfied. German position.
Lt. Col. Maness, who. comma!1ded the second battalIon to
whIch Co. K was attached at the
time of Sheridan's deed, said,
want to pay my respects to SherIdan and Co. K for what they did
at Frenzenberg Castle. I did not
actually see this brave man's actions, but I heard of them later
from his comrades. His bravery
and sacrifice were above and beyond the call of duty, and in
keeping with the highest traditions of the Army of the United
States."
"Taps" were sounded after the
invocation, and with the entire assemblage presenting arms, the
"Star Spangled Banner" was
played by the band as the flag
was lowered by a color guard.

WISCONSIN
Robert V. Schwulst, 39th, Elmer
RHODE ISLAND
Higgins, Timothy P., Pvt., 39th, E. Schultz, 34.4 Harrison Ave:.
Mr. Michael J. Higgins, 30 Perkin Waukesha, Wis. (This name shoula
have been listed last month as·
St., Providence, Pa.
having' arrived on the Joseph V.
SOUTH DAKOTA
,
Conolly, Oct. 26, 1947.)
Pay, A~r K,. Capt., 746th Tk.,
Barrows, Donald W., PIc., 60th, I
Mr. HowardH. Pay. 1314 South Mrs. Viola L. Barrows Audenby,
4th, Sioux Falls, S. D.
1715 Saint Clair St.. Racine, Wis.
Berger, Robert G., Pfc.. 60th,
TENNESSEE
Frank G. Berger, Mattoon, Wis.
Agee, David M., Pvt., 60th, Mr.
Gross, Kenneth K, Pfc., 60th,
Willia mE. Agee, Sr., Rt. 2, Dy- Mr. Daniel J. Gross, 1115 Reber
ersburg, Tenn.
St.. Green Bay, Wis.
Phillips, George W., Jr., Pfc.,
Lynch, Jerome M., Pic., 899th
47th, Mr. George W. Phillipf>, Sr., TD, Mrs. Dorothy F. Lynch, Box
3091 Chisce Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 14, Bassett, Wis.
Proffitt, Lones E., Pfc., 47th,
Mr. BI'uce Proffitt, Rt. A, Sevier- DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ville, Tenn.
Ball, Stanley A., 1st Lt., Co. E,
Sims, Cecil, Jr., Sgt., 746th Tk. 47th, 'Mrs. Julia C. Ball. 1923 "P"
Bn., Mr. Cecil Sims, 1000 Ameri- St., S.E,. Washington, D. C.
can Trust Bldg., Nashville, Tenn.
TEXAS
Bearden, Cecil E., Pvt., 60th.
Mr. Pleasant Bearden, 402 Bluff
St.. Wichita Falls, Texas.
Burgess, Lee R., S-Sgt., 47th,
.lay E. Burgess, Rt. 1, Moody,
Texas.
Davis, Jesse 0., Pvt., 60th, Myrtle M. Davis, P. O. Box 4, Roby,
Texas.
Gonzalez, Pedro, S-Sgt., 39th,
Frustoso Gonzalez, 1313 Salinas
Ave., Laredo, Texas.
Humphreys, James A., :fr., Pvt.,
4 7th. James A. Humphreys, Sr.,
Jewett, Texas.
Milstead, Edwin L., Pic., 39th,
Mr. C. H. Milstead, Rt. 1, Mart,
Texas.
Monoz, Eulalio, Pfc., 60th, Mrs.
Monica Monoz, Rt. 1, Box 57,
Moore, Texas.
Richie. Edwin, Pfc., 60th, Mrs.
Artie P. Mallett, 120 Lathrop,
Houston, Texas.

SHORT NOTES OF
INTEREST TO VETS
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CAMP SHERIDAN
THAT TAYLOR BOY DOESN'T LET
IS DEDICATED GRASS GROW UNDER HIS DOGGIES

MANY MANSIONS"
II

OCTOFOIL

':1

No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

The past month has been a busy
one for The Octofoil's old friend
and standby, Wilton M. Taylor,
100 % Taylor St., Taft, Calif.
Taylor visited his old home section in Southwest T.exas last
month; he looked over the buildings at Camp Wolters and says
the old water tank on top of the
hill still looks natural.
AVID READER
Among articles Taylor has read
dm'ing the fnonth that should be
of interest to all former Ninth Division men is the story in Decembel' issue of The Infantry Journal
which printed some interesting
maps of the Ninth's progress
through Africa and a good description of the campaign. The
article, titled "Tunisian Testing·
Ground," is written by Fletcher
Pratt and, is one of a series being
written by Pratt. The Iuiantry
Journal also has for sale the
book, "The War As I Knew It," by
Geneul George S. Patton, Jr. It
sells f()r $3.50.
FORTH WORTH SUGGESTED
FOR CONVENTION
Taylor sends best wishes for a
MertyChristmas and a New Year
filled with hundre'ds .of new membel'S and a convention for all in
which we will have as near 100
per cent l'epresentation as possible.
Then Taylor suggests Fort
Worth, Texas, as a likely spot for
the 1949 concention. He says it
will give fellows from the· West
a chance to meet fellows from the
East halfway across the country
and give the Eastern boys a good
chance to get acquainted with
th W t
. h
e
es ern parts WIt cowboy
boots, big hats and a cow country
welcome. He outlines some mighty
good points in Fort Worth's behalf.
WHERE'S CAREY CONNOR
Taylor was in' the hospital with
Carey Connor of the 47th and is
anxious to learn his address. He
thinks Connor was from Georgia.
Anyone knowing Connor's present
address should write Taylor at address given above.·
ERNIE PYLE'S BOOK
Taylor recommends the Ninth
men to read Cttapters 29 and 30
in Ernie Pyle's book, "Brave
M,en."
PROWLS AROUND
While visiting in Texas Taylor
l'ansacked his old barracks bag
and come up with some really
worthwhile pictures that will be
used in an early issue of The Octofoil. It's a shame he didn't uncover some of these before the

Spe«!ia,l Notice to
flll Local Chapters Plenty of
~

Upon collecting dues from
members who are affiliated with
local chapters JPake sure, first
of all, that the initiation fee has
been paid. If the initiation fee
has not been paid, then collect
eitlter $10.00 or $5.00, depend·
in.. upon type of membership.
Such fees include dues for tile
current year. If initiation fee
lias Leen paid then collect only
'3.5e). Local chapters are authori2ed .to deduct the sum of
$1.00 for each fee collected.
The LaJance is to be forwarded
to the National Secretary-Treasurer in Washington, who will
issue the proper membership
card and send it direct to the
individual concel·ned.
Be sure to obtain the following information upon collectIf any member after having
paid his initiation fee or annual du~s fee to a local Chapter does not receive within a
reasonable time an official membership card signed by the National President and National
Secretary-Treasurer, such mem·
ber should advise the office of
the National Se<:retary of. these
facta and an investigation will
be made as to the reasons therefore.
All officers of local Chapters
are urged to give close attention to the collection of initiation fees and annual dues. The
handling of money, someone
else's money, is a great responsibility. The job can be simplified by your attention to details.

".-...

.

MIELE WRITES
Quoting from another page of
the letter: Just received a letter
from Dominick Miele, 853 Southern Blvd., Bronx 59, N. Y., an
old M Co. 47th man•. Says he is
an active member of the New
York City Chapter, and he sees
quite often Barney Fritz, Joe Haberkein, Geardiello,
Giannuzzi,
Sammy Gans, Cunningham, Mo
Connella, Moltroeler, Father DeLaura and many others. Taylor
asks Meile to give his regards to
all those boys; he also promises
to contact M.orris, Taylor, WinkleI', Watson and many other lads
down in Texas. Watson lives in
Rolton, Texas..
GEN. RANDLE WRITES
Brig. Gen. E. H. Randle, in a
recent letter to Taylor extends his
kindest wishes to all 47th men as
well as to other units of the !Hh
Division.
Much of Taylor's material will
be used in future issues after the
long list of KIAs are omitted.

for Mattress Covers

~.

plC:tulres takens around VE day at
group are men from Co., M,
47th. and have just returned from a review at Grosse Badeg~,
where General "Lightning Joe" Collins had made a talk to the
Third Battalion.

Cities Desiring 1949
9th Reunion Asked to
Send In Their Bids

The Second Annual Reunion
held in Columbus, 0., enacted
.Iegislation requiring cities de·
sirous of holding Ninth Infantry Division Association Reunions to submit their requests
to the Board of Governors not
later than January 31 for the
succeeding year's Reunion. In
accordance with this Convention action the Board of Governors has asked The Oetofoil
to request all cities desirous of
holding the 1949 Reunion, subNo Dues-No OCTOFOIL
mit their request to the Board
Certain stray thoughts are as
before January 31, 1948. The
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
perishable as a lighted match- Board's 1949 choice will be anWhy do women who are diet- they vanish if not expressed in- nounced at the 1948 ReunioD in
ing accept dinner invitations?
Philadelphia.
.. .
,
• stantly.

Q-What veterans have preference to Veterans Administration
hospital beds?
A-Veterans suffering from
service-connected disabilities and
those requiring emergency treatment al'e given preference to hospital beds.
Q-May a veteran rec'eiving disability compensation, receive at
the same time subsistence allowance under Public Law 3461
A-Yes.

deadline had been r-eached for
submitting material to the History
Committee.
Miss Ella Gaulden,
Bosingstoke, England, has sent
some inte1'esting pictures to Taylor. Other scenes uncovered are
shots made on maneuvers in
Maryland, Fort Bragg scenes as
well as North African scenes.
FIVE BROTHERS IN, SERVICE
Five of the Taylor boys were
in the seTvice. Ned Taylor, Seaman 2-C, radio operator, New 01'leans, La., was the younger brother in the s-ervice. He is now with
Standard Oil Co., Taft, Calif. ;
Pfc. Fred Taylor, Go. M, 103rd
Inf., 43d Div., Pacific Theater,
is now in school in Dallas, Tex.
Three of the four Taylor boys in
the Army were machine gunners;
Fred and Wilton in M Co.'s Infan try, 47th Regt., and Mark was
a tail gunnel' in the Air Corps,
Pacific Theater, and Beaman was
in the Medics at Camp Bowie,
Texas.
,
BACK TO BOOKS
Another interesting article uncovered last month by Taylor is
"Patton's Talk With God," by Lt.
Col. Jack Widm-er, December issue of True Magazine.
Quoting from the letter: "All
you 47th, M Co. men help keep
The Octofoil chuck ·full of news
and pictures; dig down deep in
your barracks bags and send in
pictures. It all. helps And let us
know where you are by joining
the Aswciation and sending an
occasional letter and picture (If
yourself in to The Octofoil."

The next Board meeting will
be January 10, 1948, and it
would be desirable fo~ as many
as can to submit their requests
for consideration at this meetin£,. Give all the facts possiMe'
concerning hotel facilities and
other
necessary
informatroll
when submitting your requ~st
for consideration of your home
town for the 1949 Reunion City.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

Q-Am r eligible to benefits un..
del' Public Law 16 if I was discharged for a service-cone~ted
disability before I had served 90"
days in the armed forces?
A-Yes. For purposes of Pnblic
Law 16, service of 90 days in the
armed forces is not required.
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ASSOCIATION HISTORY IS MADE BY THE WRITERS

READ THESE NOTES AND THEN GIVE - - '- - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - office, 420 Lexington Ave., He nalnes some former buddies hI!
YOU RSELF A IICOU RT MARTIAL" I F ~or~:;io~7t:~n:e~~~:ga~~e a~t~o~;: York
New York City.
ing
from,
including
Marshall
YOU HAVENIT WRITTEN I N.
Paul is now in partners with anJoseph Zupancic, 6807 Edna Blackard, Blytheville, Ark.; Frank
UNLESS YOU GET YOUR PENCIL OUT AND SEND IN A FEW
LINES FOR THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE OCTOFOIL YOU
ARE NOT A VERY GOOD MEMBER.
The following excerpts from some letters received in
Secretary Tingley's office during the past month are indica. tive of the enthusiasm and interest many of our members
have for the Association:
The Association received a let~
tel' from Donald Whitenack of
401 Bourbon St., Blanchester, 0.,
and he sent in his $10 ch€ck for
nlembership. Don says he was in
the Army for almost five years,
but Witll the Ninth Division for
only three months, from July,
1944, to September, 1944, and at
times they got a little rugged. He
states further, he certainly wishes
he could have been with that gang
longer, but he got "took" by the
Krauts on Sept. 24, 1944. But he
sure would like to hear from any
of the boys from his piato011 in D
Co. or A Co. of the 60th. He says
he'll be in Philly and wishes the
Association a lot of luck.
(Ed's Note: Don doesn't
Imow it, but a representativ-c of
the Disabled American Veterans
stopped in The Octofoil office
and whispcTed in someone':; ear,
"There isa Ninth Division man
running- a grocery st<>re down
in Clarenc-e Brown's home town
of Blanchester, 0.- A couple of
Oetofoils \vere sent Don and
here he pops up a memberand it's a good bet that he's
gonna make a good on€.)

fin, who is in Sanford, N. C., .as
well as Major Perry, who is in
Henderson, N. C.

John L. GIRven sends in his
1948 dues and says to keep the
paper coming; says he enjoys
reading it and is waiting patiently
for the history. John lives at Ely,
Minn., P. O. Box 423.
William E. Dotson, formerly
with the 60th, writes in for his
60th History. Bill lives at Judson,
W. Va., and is patiently waiting
for his copy of lhe history.

Homer Green, formerly with
Hq. Co., 1st Bn., 38th, writes in
sending his 1847 and 1948 dues;
also he advises of his new ad-dreSS: 2701 W. Collegc Strcet,
Shreveport, La.
Harry Schwartz sends in his
1947 and 1948 dues. He was formerly with A Btry. of the 26th
Field, and is now living at 475 N.
12th St., Newark, N. J. Harry
says that he is now happily married and that he visited with Peter
Guisaggo recently at his Providence, R. I., home, and Pete will
be a married man soon.

other. fellow, trading as M & M
Associates, General Automobile
Repairs, at 111 Greenman Rd.,
Haddonfield, N. J.
-

Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio, formerly
A Co., 60th, sends inquiry relative to his dues; also says h€ is
receiving The Oetofoil and does
Melvin W. Gillis, formerly with not want to miss any editions.
Anti Tank Co., 60th, until he was
A letter comes from Charles L.
hospitalized in Geisenfeld, Gel'':' Mitchell, 3651 Maxwell, Detroit
many, and finally was out of the 14, Mich., formerly a member of
Army in December, 1945, writes Co. F, 60th. Chuck was seeking
an interesting lett€r and advis-es information about the Association
his address is 1416 N. 2nd St., and says he wants to join.
Watertown, \Vis.
\Villiam H. Brown, form€rly a
Major Clair H. Thurston, for- 1st Lieut., 2nd Bn., 60th, now
merly Division P.M., and now the with the McCoy-Couch Furniture
P. M. at Fort Sam Houston, writes Mfg. Co., Benton, Ark., writes to
to say he is looking forward to Secretal'y . Tingley concerning his
membeTShip status.
being at the Reunion in July.
Charles Newton, 2834 Kingston BOB MOORE'S DAD WRITES
Letter received from Mr. Ralph
St., Dallas, Tex., formerly with
A-T Co., _60th, writes in to say he E. Moore, 2605 E. Johnson St.,
would like to hear fnnll any of Madison 4,Wis., whose son, Sgt.
his for111er buddies and says that Robert L. Moore, 47th Inf., was
if any of them ever come through killed in action in the vicinity of
Dallas, look him up as he has ali. Cherbourg. Mr. Moore is very
extra bedroom and would like very anxious to receive the Historymuch to have them stay with him and also would like to hear from
while in Dallas. Charlie also asks any of his son's former buddies
for the address of Charles S~egi relative to Bob's death.
Vietor G. Gonzalez, formerly
ner,of Colorado Springs, l.Jolo.
(N 0 record of Steginer in Secre- with 60th FA Bn., now living at
tary Tingley's office. Can any of 2013 S. Washington St., Peoria 2,
you fellows help Newton out on Ill., sends in his 1947 dues in
order to be sure of receiving The
this request?)
Octofoil, -which he states he re'alLetter from Archie M. Rohrer, ly enjoys. Vic would like to hear
formerly with G Co., 47th, now from some of his old buddies of
living at Church's Ferry, N. Oak.; C Btry.

sends in his 1948 dues and says he
enjoys The Oc~ofoil very much;
he also wants to know why the
fellows from G Co., 47th, never
sound off. Some of them no one
ever hears a peep from. Rohrer
would like to have the addresses
of Sgt. McCullough and Sgt. Patterson; also B. U. Buttermilk
Plummer; better known as just
plain Plummer.
Mr. A. B. Shrader, father of
T -Sgt. Raymond B. Shrader,
who was with 60th from Africa
to Germany, where he was
KIA, writes in for copy of the
60th History. Mr. Shrader now
lives at Mellin, W. Va.; post office address is Cairo, W. Va.
Suppose some of you fellows
who· knew Ray drop his dad a
few IinesL
Lloyd L. Slater. formeTly with

Letter from Victor Elia. formerly A-T Co. 60th. now living at
475 Southern Blvd., Bronx 55,
N. Y., in which Vic says: "I enjoy
evel'y bit of The Octofoil and I
wish it continued success and to
Dr. Franz E. Robinow, father its staff, Orchids for the splendid
of Pfc.
Franz G. W. Robinow, job they are doing to keep us old
who \-vas with the 60th, and killed Ninth guys informed.
Thomas Van Bomel, also forat St. Lo on July 26, 1944,writes
in for copy of the 60th History. merly with A-T Co., 60th Inf., has
The doctor's address is 15 Elton been operated on at the Veterans'
St., Providence 6, R. 1., and if any Hospital, Bronx, N. Y., and is now
of his son's former buddies read okay, and would like to hear from
this, they should drop a few lines some of his old buddies.
Paul R. Fribush, former T -Sgt.,
to Dr. Robinow.
Carl E. Gillham of· 6 Ozark St., 26th FA, writes, giving his new
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., sent his address as 3829 Pall Mall Rd., E Co.....60th, no',v living at 6 Taylor St.. South Portland, Maine,
1947 and 1948 dues, plus 25c for Baltimore 15, Md.
Nicholas F. Colombo, formerly writes In to trv and locate a set
the 60th History to Secy. Tingley.
Carl was with A Co., 4th Platoon with 47th Inf., gives his new ad- of 60th Infantry ReS!,'imental inof the 60th and is still GI-minded, dress as 194 Sickles Ave., New signia. Anyone who might have
an extra f'ct, how about sending
being active with the National RochelIe, N. Y.
Al Bruchac advises the secre- them to him. Floyd also advises
Guak·d.
Henry C. Brown, former Pic. tary that the membership drive in he recently rceeived the Bronze
A-T Co., 60th, is living at More- New York City is going' along at Star Meda-l from the A. G., for
head, Ky., Rt. 1, and writes in a good rate and he thinks he is exemplary conduct in ground
asking: how much he owes for dues safe in saying the results arc inl- eombat against the enemy on 14
and promises the secretary to re- proving daily and th-ey really have March, 1945.
Mrs. Eva N. Evans, 310 E.
mit just as soon as he gets the not started to work yet.
Albert Haber, formerly with Hq. G!endale Ave., Alexandria, V~.., is
statement. Hank has been out of
the service two years, he got Co., 2nd Bn., 47th, s..ends in his very desirous of hearing from
hitched up \vith one of those 1948 dues. "Hats off to you fel- anyone who knew her son. Pvt.
Southern Belles the same week he lows who have been doing such a Oma F. Eva:1s, Jr., 60th Inf., who
got home and together they are grand job with The Octo foil. It was kiHed in action.
Mrs. Elva Young, 2515 "K"
running a farm at Morehead. But sure would be depressing if I were
Hank doesn't count his corn to miss one issue. Sorry that busi- St., N. W., Washington, D. C.,
patches so many gallons to th£ ness kept me away from the last is very anxious to hear from any
acre-like most Kentuckians.- two conventions, but come hell or of her son's former buddies relhigh water, I'll sure be in Philly
ative to his death. Her son, Pvt.
He's legit.
Joseph B. Banisauckas, 1481
E. 71st St., Cleveland 3, Ohio,
mailed to Secy. Tingley his '48
dues and comments that both he
and his wife thoroughly enjoy
reading The OctofoiI.

Walter M.McElduff, formerly
with Land M of 60th from August '43 until September '45, sends
request for 60th History. Walt is
living at 2317 35th Ave.. Birmingham, Ala.

Elmer-Wagner, formerly with
the 47th, now living on Route
4, Bay City, Mich., asks S.£cy.
Tingley for addt€sses {)f the
following men, formerly with
Co. I, 47th: Ernest Brandt (no
records at headquarters) ; Louis
Devall (no record at headquarters); John G. Malarik (a
non-member whose last address
is sh01,:n as 100 Edgewood St.,
Danbury, Conn.); Lt. William
H. Brumett (a m€mber, living
at Box 104, Campbell, Texas.)
Please contact Wagner if anyone reading this item can advise
the address of Brandt, Devall or
Malarik.
Ralph H. Lassen, formerly 60th
. Captain, now living in Sanford,
N. C., Box 227, was in Washington Nov. 14 and called Association
headquarters. He is now running
a dry cleaning establishment in
Sanford and he and his wife were
in Washington for a few days to
get all the latest angles on dry
cleaning from the National Institute of Dry Cleaning, which is located in nearby Silver Spring.
Ralph wishes to be remembered to
all his former "cohorts" in the
60th. He mentioned about seeing
Ed Waters in Winston-Salem;
John Green, who is. athletic director of the Huron High School at
Huron, S. Dak; Charlie Fort, who
is manager of the YMCA at Winaton-Salem, N. C.; Lt. Col. Chaf-

for the nex t one. Regards to all
former buddies from Hq. Co., 2nd
Br.., 47th and G Co."

Interesting letter from 1st Lt.
Georg€ 1. Connolly, Jr., now stationed at Fort Knox, Ky., states
that Colon€lD-ouglas Page is now
Senior ORC Instructor at New Orleans. Also that Captain Croonquist and Lt. Wheeler, both former 3rd Bn., 39th, and Lt. Toffler.
26th Field, are stationed at Fort
Knox.

Phillip A. Young, 60th Inf., was
reported missing in action near
Roetgen, Germany, September,
1944, and his body was never
recovered.

Letter from Cas·ey M. Petraitis,
2109 Worthington Ave., Bethlehem. Pa. Casey was formerly a
Division MP ancl states he will be
in Philly ne~d July and e~~pects to
see many former buddies there.
He rece~t1v had a visit ironl another forn{er MP, Bill Bateman.
Letter ·from Roman A. Urban- who is now living at 1054 South
ski, Box 21, Depue, Ill., formerly Academy St., Galesburg, Ill.

Page, Dublin, Ga,; William T.
Roberts, Montezuma, Ga. Suppose
some of you fellows drop Jerry a
few lines.

Eamon E. White, formerly of
the 39th Inf., now living in Logan,
W. Va., Box 471, requests a map'
showing the Division movements.
This information will be vividly
portray-ed in the History.
MAJOR WILSON ENTERTAINS
Ross H. Wilson, formerly Major
Wilson. Special Service Officer,
now conducting the Wilson Adver.
tising Agency, Provident Bank
Bldg., Cincinnati 2, Ohio, sends in
an interesting letter. Wilson ad.
vises he has just had the pleasure of entertaining M a uri c·e
Harze, from Liege, Belgium, who
was here in the states on busi4
ness.
Maurice sends his best
wishes and greetings to all the
men from the Ninth in behalf of
their old friends in Belgium.
Harze brought with him some
films and pictures which were left
in Liege for development by some
men of the division who never re.
turned to claim them. It is be.
lieved these films and pictures be.
long to Sgt. Robert Doolittle and
Sgt. Jolm Schultz of the Finance
Section. They are pictures taken
in Monschau, Remagen, the public square in Liege, and a group
of men in front of the UHaus
Backpiltz." Neither of these men
are members of the Associationand Secretary Tingley does not
have the addresses. Through the
grap~vine information drifts in
that Sgt. Schultz is living in Phil·
adelphia. Anyone knowing these
fellows' addresses drop a line to
Secretary Tingley.
Ross also mentions that he
brought back more than 1300
negatives (35 mm.) of Ninth Di4
vision scenes from Cassablanca to
Dessau_ After the holidays The
Octofoil hopes to use SOllle of these
shots in future editions.
The Greater New York Chap-

Alfred R. Eken, formerly with
60th, now living at 12814 Clinton
St., Blue Island, Ill., asks for information concerning his wife's
cousin, who was injured while
with the 36th Div. in Italy. Secy.
Tingley "dug up" the desired address and advised Alfred.

Henry 1. Almour, 200 \V. 108th
St., New York City, formerly a
pill rolling captain with the 15th
Engrs., writes a letter to Major
General Manton S. Eddy asking
for information as to how he may
become a member of the Association.
Henry A. Dabrowski, formerly
with AT Co., 60tll, writes from
282 Semel Ave., Garfield, N. J.,
and says he is for the Association
making some arrangements to· get
windshie,ld stickers and metal tag
plates showing the Division Insignia for use on automobiles. Henry
sent a picture taken during the famous
"silent
march"
between
Troina and Randazzo, which showed Howard Griggs and Dick Mott..
The picture was too darl, to get
a c.ut made from and Secretary
Tin:{ley had to return it.
Gonda W. Knee, formerly with
M Co" 47th, sends in his Hl48

dues. Conda is now locat€d at 44
Mach Ave., Shelby, Ohio, and says
he surely appreciates The Octofoil and thinks the Association is
a great organization. He sends a
picture taken in Sicily, showing
some. of the fellows in ~lhJ 2nd
PIt., Just aft~r the campaIgn was
over. The l?Icture \vas dark and
Secretary Tmgley had to return
it to Conda.

tel' is really doing a swell job
collecting dues and getting new
members. December 1 Secy.
Tingley receive'd a check covering dues for 46 and three new
members. On· November, ,15th he-'
received a check covering six
new members and 46 dues.

I

Mrs.
Ruby Gay,
Box
184,
Ringling, Okla., requests information from someone who. was
acquainted with the facts con"
cerning the death of her husband,
Pfe. Leon C. Gay, 60th Inf., who
was killed in action in Germany
on October 12, 1944.

T. C. Haggart, formerly of K
Co., 60th, is engaged in the
wholesale beer business in Sali~
bury, N. C. His address is 1012
Scale St., Salisbury, N. C.
Card received from Edward J.
McNamara, formerly with F Co.,
39th, desirous of hearing from his
former buddies. Ed is living in
Brokfield, N. Y. He asks if any.
one remembers the show F Co.
of the 39th put on, entitled
"You've Had It," directed by Lt.
Firestone a great guy and a good
company 'commander. Ed was the
strip tease artist in this play.
Tranlmd P. Shi, attorneY at

Jerry A. Kurka. ~o.rmerly with
K Co., 60th, now hvmg at 34~9
E. 102nd St., Cleveland 4, OhiO,
advises. that ~e rea~ly enjoys The
OctofoII and'is lookmg forward to
the History. Jerry mentions that
he was wounded Aug. 4, 1~44, lay:
526 First National Bank
near Percy, France, and since B- ld'
M
G
4'Jl
1
that time he lost contact with
g,~
~con,. .a:, "l.ormer y .a
most of his former buddies and captaIn .WIth Dl~lSlOn H.eadquaris particularly interested in hear- tel's, -wntes for mformabon rela·
he would like to hear from them.
(Continued on Page 11)

47TH ANTI-TANK OUTFIT - - KNOW IEM?

C Co., 60th, asks for his copy of
Sgt. Ralph V. Brown, Sqdn. A,
the 60th History.
1380th AAF Bn., APO 862, care
Wayne K. Jennings, Raeford, New York Postmaster, formerly
N. C., formerly C Co., 60th, is an- with Bty. C, 60th FA Bn., states
oth€r writing for his 60th His- he is now with the A TC Air
tory. He also states that the 82nd Force in Newfoundland at Fort
Ah:bornc Div. is now occupying PepperrelI and that he has about
the 9th Area at Fort Bragg- and five more years to go and then he
that the area still looks as good will ret:ire on the 20-year bill.

as it did when the nth was there.
Thomas Broderick, 1730 Watt
St., Schenectady, N. Y., formerly
with the 39th, writes to find oat
when he will get his copy of the
Division History. Says he saw a
fellow with a Ninth Division patch
on his shoulder, and after talking
for awhile this guy told him he had
already received his copy of the
history. Just another one of those
cases where the right hand doesn't
know what the left hand is talking about.

Frank T. Samole, formerly with

Ninth Signal Co., writes in asking
about his dues' and how l1lue1i he
owe-so Fra11k is a T-4 and stationed
at Fort Monmouth, N. J., with Instruction Co. No.2.
Paul J.

Muller. formerly

with

Earl J. Ford, formerly with Co.
F. 39th, now liviw?; at 254 North
Richmond St., Illdi~.napolis, Ind,
writes for information on his back
dues. He's also interested in getting that HistOl'Y.
George E. Van Kennen, Rt. 3,
Ogdensburg, N. Y., formcrly with
RSO Servo Co., 47th, requests information from the recards that
will help him convince the Veterans' Adil1inisLration he is rig'ht.
Amerigo
V.
DeJulius,
2525
Grand Concourse, Bronx 58, N. Y.,
gives . th~ new address of Dudley
H. Garland, a former major with
Div. Arty., whose name appeared
in the December issue of The Octo foil among the "lost." Dud is
now with the Associated Products
Corporation of Connecticut. New

The above photo was sent to The OctoEoil by Johnnie L. John.
son, formerly Hq.Co., 2nd Bn., 47th, now living at 422 7th St.,
Alamosa, Colorado. Those pictured are from the 2nd Bn. A-T Pit.
Johnson remembers Floyd Duncan, Marino and John Young, but
can't place the others. Drop Johnson a card and identify yourself.
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STILL MORE INTERESTING ITEMS FROM THE BOYS
JiI.-------------------------~~-----------

JUST A POSTAL CARD WOULD DENOTE HENRY GEISEL RECEIVES A LETTER FROM Of Interest to Anyone
YOUR INTEREST AND LET SOME EX- A BUDDY WHO REALLY IIS0UNDS OFF" Who May Have Lost
GJ. KNOW WHERE YOU ARE.
Their Discharge
HeJ.u'y Geisel is attending the
School of .Mechanical Dentistry at
117 % Lexington Ave., Elkhart,
Ind. He recently received ~ letter
from <me of his old buddies ftom
the 39th's Anti-Tank outfit that
probably expresses the feeling
every ex-G.I. has experienced at
some time or another. The letter
is single-spaced typewritten and
covers six full pages. Due to its
length only shQrt excerpts from
here and there can be used. It is
regretted the letter can not be
published in its entirety for every
line is good reading to any exG. 1.:

Hill, Herman, Goog, Ward, Turner and one other whose name I
Veterans who have lost their
can't recall. I "elt bad at having
YOU LIKE TO READ WHAT OTHER "JOES" SEND IN
to part with these guys. I knew original discharge papers were adI was seeing some of them for must take to obtain home, farm or
WHY NOT DO YOUR OWN PART AND WRITE A FEW
the last time.
business loans 6uaranteed or inLINES NOW AND THEN FOR THEIR ENJOYMENT.
After being pushed around Fort sured by theVeteTans AdminisDix for three hours we finally got tratiQn.
assigned to barracks. It took f{)ur
ever, this is a mistake as Joy
days to complete the discharge
First said' John H. Whitm:-ol't~,·
(Continued from Pa.ge 10)
Dennison is alive and atl:endrigamarole. Finally on Sunday, of the Veterans Administrati~m,
tive to t.he History and says he
ed the last Reunion, and is
July 1, that day of days came. I
enjoys I'eading The Octofoil.
now IiTing at 1705 New York
was a free man at'last. Lord, it the veteran must apply for a cerJohn Severino, formerly of Co.
Aye.,
M(:Keesport,
Pa.
felt good to know I was strictly tificate in lieu of his discharge
D, 9th Medics, is now recovering
Teddy E. Miller, formerly with
on my own again. Still I wasn't paper frQm the branch of the
fl-om •• ailment at a Veterana'
as hilarious as I thought I'd be. service from which he was dis.
Hospital. Hi. address i. Box A, M Co., 39th, and 3rd Bn. Medics,
sends in his 1948 dues. Ted is
I was conscious of a feeling that
Ward 99, Kin.'. Park, Long running
a dry cleaning business
I was leaving something _ that charg€d.
Island, New Y orlc. Joe would like
1h
with
his
brother
and
lives
at
206
1730
Watt
St.,
something
had been taken from
Then the vet-eran presenth his
very much to hear from his for- EM· S
d He
Schenectady,
.... am t., W as h·mgton, I n.
Dear HC'nry:
Surprised N.
to Y.
hear me. A Iot 0 f t h oughts were going discharge certificate to the nearest
'-ter buddies ill the 9th Medics.
would like to hear from any of his f
?
W II ., .... ~
I
through my mind.
Veterans AdministratiQn office,
Come on, youse guy., drop him • fQrmer
buadies.
Tom me.
e, It s ueen a Qng NEW YORK TWO DAYS
line and speed up his recovery.
Charles W. Johnson, 408 Sun- time since I saw you last. I left
I stayed in New York for two where he will be issued a certifiLetter from Mike P. Valmon- burst Highway, Cambridge, Md., the company on May 19, 1945. days, just piddling around, then I cate of eligibility, the VA offkial
sky, 34 Grand St., Garfield, N. J., sends in 1948 dues. Chuck was How well I recall the day. A lot took a train for mother's in Sche.
d
Th·
'fi
f
enc.losing 1948 dues. Mike enjoys with the 39th.
has happened in the meantime. nectad '.
pomte
out.
IS cerb cate 0
J
reading The Oct-ofoil and is lookBenjamin C. TI1Qmas, 8 ConFrom the first minute I knew A TRYING WEEK
eligibility must be presented to
ing fQrward to his c.opy of "Eight cord St., Knoxville, Tenn., £01'- I was going home I felt no exciteThat first week at home was a the lending agency when applying
Stars to Victory." Mike was for- merly with Servo Co., 60th, sends ment. It was a dull anti-climax to trying <me. I was restless and for a G.I. loan.
merly with F Co., 47th.
balance of 1947 dues. Says he a series of exciting events. It fell nervous. I couldn't bring lu"!':elf
Robert Farrell of New London,
. t
I f e It b a d to do anything. I just sat oJ and
Under the "G.!. Bill" the VA
t It d IOd n 't l'egIser.
The Octofoil and wishes fI a.
Wis., sends in 1948 dues; says he enjoys
the Association the best of suc- knowing I had to leave the guys. moped around the house. I felt will guarantee loans for 'Vorld
enjoys reading The Oetofoil and
cess for the future.
Hell's fire, after living with fel- out of place. I didn't think I'd War II veterans to buy 01' build
hearing from any of the old 39th
Bob St. Clair sends his 1947 and lows, eating with them, sleeping ever get accustomed to things. homes, go into business or buy or
boys.
1948 dues in so as to keep in good with them, going: out with them,. People would pester me with a
Major Arnold D. Blair is now standing and not miss any issues and gomg
.
th
·th th em a II lot of damn fool questions. Even equip a farm. To qualify, a veter. roug h WI.
stati-oned at Jfeadquarters, New of
The Oetofoil. Bob was with L that we did, you just can't up and my own folks annoyed me. I've an must have a discharge other
Jerse~'-Delawal'e Army and Air
Force Recruiting District, 1202nd Co., 47th, and asks the secretar, leave them and their way of life. ·often wondered if any of the oth- than dishonorable and some part
for a list of the Indiana members. A
soldier's life and routine er fellows felt as I did.
of his service in the armed forces
ASU, First Army, P. O. Building, Robert
is being furnished the list. brings guys close together. So the "HURRAH FOR ME • • •"
Newark 2, N. J-. "Baldy" says he
must have been on or after Sept.
·d
d
I
I
I
h
d
f
It
t
1
b
hope he lines those Hoosiers
ay
a
~ eave
e rea a
People's attitude about the war
has taken on a past-time of test- Let's
up and gets organized out there. -sort of empty down inside.
appalled me. It is a pity they 16, 1940. The VA will guarantee
ing hair re-storers and claims he
ClaudeE. Hendrickson, Rt. 1, HURRY UP ••• WAIT
don't understand how fortunate half of a real estate loan up to a
now has almost as. much hair as
From the company we (14 of they were to not go through the total guarantee of $4,000 or half
does Secretary Tingley. If that is Havana, Kans., sends in his 1948
correct he doesn't have DIueh to dues. Claude was with the 899th us from Anti Tank) were taken hell we did. Everyone's attitude of a non-real estite loan up to a
(via the old halftl'ack) to regi- seemed to be "hurrah for me and t t l f $" 000
worry about. Major Blair was T. D.
Harold C. Johnson, formerly mental headqual.ters. We waited tQ hell with YQu." The newspa- 0 a 0 .... ,
•
formerly with the 39th Regt. Hqs.
Full informatio and assistance
Ernie Siegel, formerly with 9th ~ith the 39th. Inf., is now living here fQt' two hours. Then we pel'S and radio must have given
piled our carcasses (and loot) in people back home a terribly dis- on G.I. loans, or any other beneQM Servo Pit., prondly announces In Stanley, WIS. •
Leon Kolker, forn~erly 1st. ~~t., the 2 % tons, and took oft" for di- torted picture of the war. This fit supervised by the Veter;ns Adthe arrival of Lynda Joan, Saturday, Hoy. lst, weighing in at six (i-T Co., 47 th Int., IS now. hVll~g visiQn headquarters. Leaving di- unappreciative lack of underpounds, 3 ounces. Congratulations m S~. LoUIs,. Mo., .and wptes. m vision headqual'ters our d-estina- standing makes me mad-when I ministration, can •be secured by
to you Siegels. Ernie is living at f<?r mformatlOn concer!1mg the ti<lll was supposed to be Munster. think of those countless dead visiting the neal'est V A office.
2825 Claflin Ave., BroDx 637 New hIS...t.or.Y.' Leon· r.u ns. an.. msu.::.~:.l we. ... pas.. s..e.. d... th.rou g. hMadg.ebur.g., bQdies all along the way. Every
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL
agency, located m theLouderm~n ..9~,~~ist, '!J1at a b~at up town that p<:rson who wa~ at home dUI'ing
,
-_-- _.
York.
-_
was. We rode and rode and final- the war sh<m:ta·tnarikGod. .
.••~l.Me:hdo~p,~idl.ards- sen~~" ~T."~.17-N. ltthSt.-,- St.
I
h d M
GOES .TO CAROLINA
f h
d thO
th t 1
d
1948 dues, and advises of an ;ad- MiSSOUrI
Kenne'th 8. Bartlett of 221 S. y reac e
u~ster ~bQut 7 p. m.
After a few days at mother's l o t e goo
lllgS. a lappene
dress change to 1114 2nd North
'-'
d
St
W
t
k
i
l
l
d
'
We
metCaptam
Brian
here.
He
-then
sometimes
it's
the
bad--.,
a se ~
., sen s ID
I d t
H
d went tQ my wife's place in North
St., Vicksburg, Miss. Mac was· for- T air
dues. Ken says he has was g a Q see us. _ -e was a g~o
Carolina. I lay around for a CO\l~ maybe it's a pass to Palermo, may·
merly with· 9th Signal CQ., as a hi. 1948
. d
.
f h
egg. He asked me about gettmg 1
b .,
h
11
b
K
receive . every ISsue 0 t e paper busted.' When I told him how it p e of weeks and decided I'd best
e It stat rst arrage at asstaff sergeant.
reads them not once but h
.d h
·d uH
h t settle down in New Yorrt State. serine·, then it might beat a beatWendel J. McKee, 12073 Met- and heI t'
d h thO k
appene, e sal,
mm-w a I St t d
. k A
h
tetal St., Detroit. 27, Mich., sends ~e~era
Imes over all
~
In s in hell's going on while I'm nQt
aI' e to wor ~
ug st 27t up town in Germany', Qr perhaps
.
for the American Locomotive Co.
in his 1948 dues; says he is re- It IS a great paper and he IS proud . ? " . .
fact he served with the 9th there. . Our trucks took us to a It's a good outfit. None Qf the a pass to Winchester; sQmetimes
ceiving all publications okay .nd of the
r
·uch men as
General cam~ Just out of town. After
.,
h
..
· d · AI'
th
h.. 110 gripes. Mac was with the unde
• I
I I
d T
backmg up there for about an bosses ride you. I'm running a It st· e all' ral s m
gIers-· e
60th Inf. '
Smyth e, Co one nzer.n
anner, h
f
d
t th· d'd 't crane. It's easy and clean and champagne, or the whistle of a
our we oun
ou
ey I n
I l·k ·t
3 d B CO
.l£tter from Mike Gatto, I Co., r
n.
•.
,.,
have faciliti<:s to put us up. S<>
1 e I .
shell and drinking tea at the Sal60th Inf., gives his address as 261
John J. Halpll1: 503 W. 4,th we piled our carcasses back into BUYS A CAR
. h
h
I bought car recently; paid $600 vation Anuy; then it mig t be t e
A venue P, Brooklyn, N. Y. He St., New York CIty, sends 1948 the 2 % tonners and set forth. I
airport at Biskr,a or the terrible
thanks the Association for a swell dues.. J~hn hopes to make the was getting sore by this time in for it. A cal"'s a handy gadget.
Oct~foil. Mike says that if every- ReUnIon m July, ~nd also ~opes to lower extl'emiti€s; my neck also
~ast November I bought a bombing at St. Lo. Sometimes it
e of ached.
one worked as hard as the mem- he able t<> _get alOund to
After a cold all-night house. Paid $4400 for it. (Of is that hell hol'o8 of Magenta, or
bers who put ()ut The OctQfoil, the New Y?rk Chapter meetmgs. ride we wound up in l\farburg. course I still owe the bank $4,- ma"be a pretty German girl in
then we would hav~ a big-time ()r- John was wIth.the 39th.
•
After a couple of hours waiting 351.16.) But for that little item,
oJ
ganization - something like as
Ralpla E. KII~g! formerly WI!h we were taken to a former Ger- it's all mine. Ain't it· wonderful? Dessau, or a bunch of dead guys
great as the Ninth Division was. the 39th~. now hYing at 91~ M~Ift. many camp. It wasn't a bad dump. Had to have the lQan apprQved along ~ lonely'road in France. I
Mike would like to learn the ad- St., B~rhn~ton, N. C., wrItes Ihn, We stayed here four days-then and guaranteed by the Vets' Ad- don't think I'll ever fQrg-et.
dresses of the folJowing men: 1st en~lo.lng hl~ 1948 duft. S~ys e we gathered our pharaphernalia ministration. Christ, what a backJ.ohn Dellinger lives in ArlingSgt. J amesM. Miller, S-Sgt. J. P. enJoys reading The .Octofoll ~nd and hiked ourselves back int-o up job buying a house! It runs ton, Va. He told me about the
Patterson and Cpl. Albert Hodge. hopes to mak~ the next Reunion. Marhui'g. Hei"e we hoarded a beat- a guy nuts. Hell, when we wanted CQmpany staying in Dessau for a
Mike also states he read in
S«;cretary Tln~!ey asks The ?c- up. excuse for· a train and were a house in Germany we just went couple of weeks ,after I left. I>
the last issue of The Octofoil
tofOil to extend a Merry Chrlst- off again. After five da s ()f and took it. Ah, me! Didn't cost wish I could have stayed. Ahfrom Vic J. Wojtas' POW
mas and Happy New. Year
to aU. . Y we anythl'ng
el·thel·.
f on d memorIes
. 0 f mg
· hts ta
No
SEND
IN d reary, nerve-Wl'ac k·mg l'ldmg,
.
. 21
Diary, that Lt. J. Dennison
an d c Ioaes b y Hying
d
- b t 60
'1
f
The former Qccupants didn't W enderstrasse! Candlelight and
'Was killed at Maknassy. How·
THE DUES.!
r~uHav~:a ou
nIl es rom move out of thefjoint until Jan. wine-und ja-eine schone Frau~_~~~~~
~_~~_ _~~
~~
~
1s~ Even the~
had to instigate lcin! Ah ye~ fond memorie~ in·
OFF AGAIN
legal proceedings to evict them. deed. I oolieve John was smitten
After four days at this Twenty Am I hard-boiled? Well, throw- quite hard with the delectab10
Grand camp we piled ourselves ing people out of their house in charms Qf German girls.
I'm
and baggage into 2 % s and set out the winter is nothing new to me. thinking a lot of guys are in acfor Le Havre. 'Ve arrived on a Somehow I dimly recall doing· it cord with his sentiments. I, for
dock about midnight. Next day before - I think it was in Ger- one, was impressed. There'll al(June 6th), we set sail. I stood many!
ways be a sJ}Qt in my heart for
·on the stel'll of the boat and DOUGH MELTS
those lu~ious babes.
watched the eoast of France disYour dough just s-eems to melt REMEMBERS PICTURE
appear. A lot of things weTe go- away when you'r~ furnishing a
Thanks for the picture. I reing through my mind. I knew .I house. I guess you never really memb-er where it was taken. It
was seeing foreign land for the get through buying things. Any- was at the wine cellar in Unkel.
last time. It seemed the curtain waYt our house is slowly taking There was a dead Jerry in a
was coming down a crash of fi- on a liveable aspect; the phone is coffin out in the yard. He was
nality upQn an exciting, SQme- in, the gas stove operates, the starting to stink. That same day
what fearful and strange chapter shades are' up and the bed is set you took some pictures of Irene.
in my life. I was down in the up. Yep, I'm master of all that She was a lovely girl. Lord, how
dumps.
I ~urvey-except for the trifling I hated to leave Unkel. I'll cersum of $4,351.16 that I o)Ve the tainly never forget those days. A
DOCKS AT NEWPORT NEWS
bank. If I keep 011 the ball and little village Qllo the banks of the
Our boat docked at Newport get my payments in each month, Rhine-beautiful girls.
News. The sight of ..the fabulQus this little nest will be all mine in RICE MARRIED
U. S. didn't thrill me. Coming- 119 y-ears and nine months. Ain't
So old Rice ismanied. Vlhere
home wasn't what I had imagined it wonderful?
does he live-Ohio or Indiana?
it would be like. I'm afraid I MISSES THE GUYS
Well, I'm finally wearing mydidn't respond to the viol-ent efI certanily miss the guys in the s.elf into the. groove of. civilia.n
forts of the brassy Army band to company. I often wQnder about hfe. Some th~ng'S are stIll.a bIt
thril~ ~s with jazz. I'm an unap- the guys where they are and how strange. I thmk my experIences
precIatlve cuss.
.
they are: It depresses me to think have lef~ a permanent m~rk on
Last month's issue of The Oetofoilmentioned the letter from
We caught a tr~un here to take they are gone out of my life for- me. I Will not eyer be qu~te~he
Mrs. H. E. Hillhouse, Rt. 1, Gustine, Texas, telling of the . death of
us to Camp Patl'lck Henry. We -ever. I hope to write everyone same guy I was m 1940. 1m Imher son, Harold G. (Tex) Hillhouse, formerly of Co. H, 60th. Mrs.
Wfl'e given a brief ~p.eech by t.he of them some day. May'be we c~n pat~;nt at, folder-ol and. "backcommander of the Jomt-he \\as all get together once In a while ~p.
I can t stand anythmg that
Hillhouse enclosed a photo of Tex and some of his old buddies.
okay..,..-ex-combat man.
if they'll all join the Association. Isn't real and down to e,arth.
She couldn't identify theDl all, but hopes some of the boys will recOFF FOR DIX
RECOLLECTIONS
So long for a while, always
ognize their picture and drop her a .few line£. Some of the lads she
I was in the group (which inTime and again I catch myself j'our good friend,
.
often heard Tex mention were Dick Caylor, J ••W. Hafer, Ed Helix
eluded nlQst of us) going to Fort day dreaming about places we've
,
BEEFSTEW.,
and William Da.-iels'!!
Dix. The gurs who left us were heen; things we've done. I think
1\10 Dues-No OCTOFOIL
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FACTS ABOUT THE FIGHTING ENGINEERS

--------------:-----------------------*
INTERESTING PLACES TO $S Membership Fee A QUARTER OF A CENTURY AGO THE
15TH ENGINEERS WERE THE FIRST
Does Not Get a Copy
GO SEE IN PHILADELPHIA "8
TO LAND ON FOREIGN SOIL.
Sta rs to Victoryll
THE CITY OF BROTHERLY LOVE OFFERS A WEL.L-ROUNDED The August issue of The OctoVARIETY OF SIGHTS FOR NINTH DIVISION ASSOCI· foil was printed just a few days THE UNIT WAS VERSATIL~- BEI~G THOROUGHLY FA..
MillAR WITH DUTIES OF INFANTRY, ARTILLERY,
ATION VISITORS NEXT JULY.
after adjournment of the Second
QUARTERMASTER AND SIGNAL CORPS TROOPS.
Annual Reunion. During the rush
The Octofoil hopes to be able to present some interest- and confusion to ,get a~union
ing' Philadelphia scenic' vievls in forthcoming issues. The edition to th~ members' as quickTaken from the J illy 29, 1942 issue of The Fort Bragg
cuts received from the Convention Bureau are on a fine .Jy as possible changes ordered by Postistl1-e following interesting data relative to the 15th
screen and not adaptable for use in The Octofoil.
the Convention in membership Engineer Battalion. Their record "over there"'fulfilled each
On Market Street you may now
admittance· conditions were not and every prophesy made by Corporal Connelly.
take a Route 21 car, traveling
west on Market arid north on 18th
Street. Leaving the scenes of
Revolutionary times and the ~arly
Republic behind, you set out now
for a tour of the Benjamin Frank~
lin Parkway, linking Fairmount
Park and its East and West River
Drives with the heart of the city.
Unlike the congested area, the
Parkway along its {)ue-mile length
typifies New Philadelphia, with
splendid modern buildings housing renowned collections ·of art,
educational and cultural achievements.
FIRST SCHOOL

Getting off at 18th Street and
the Pal'kway, and crossing the
wide street, you come to the
Catholic Cathedral of 55. Peter
and Paul, while one block to the
s.outh, at 17th and CheTrv Streets
is the Friends' Select School, surrounded by its high brick wall.
Under the supervision of the
Friends Meeting, this institution
is a direct outgrowth of the first
school in Philadelphia.
The
brownstone
Cathedral
building, begun in 1846, is of Italian High Renaissance design, with
a pillared facade and imposing
dome. Within are some notable
murals and a painting of the
Crucifixion, by Brumidi.
j

open air reading room on the
roof, arranged as a formal garden, is open in the summer. The
b
Li rary is open daily from 9· a. m.
to 10 p. m. (closed Sundays in
summer).
HONOR SHAKESPEARE

Directly <>pposite the Library
stands a monument erected in
joint honor of William Shakespears and famous local actors and
actresses.
Flanking the Parkway at 20th
Street are the Army and Navy
Pylons, erected in honor of the
Civil War Dead.
On the opposite' side of Logan
Circle, at 19th and Race Streets,
the Academy of Natural Sciences
displays its remarkable collections
of minerals, shells, insects, birds
and Indian relics. Specimens of
rare wild animals from all parts
of the world are also represented,
grouped in their native habitat.
Oldest institution of its kind ill
the United States, the Academy
originated in 1812 with meetings
in the home of John Speakman, a
druggist. Th~ library, numbering
more than 140,000 volumes, is
considered the most important of
its kind in the Western world.
Open free weekdays from 9 a. m.
to 5 p. m.; 1 to 5 p. m. on Sund.ays.

made in the formal membership
application blank appearing in
that issue.
The Convention action, in effeet, was that $5 initiation fee
would be acceptable hereafter, the
$5 would includ~ a year's dues,
and a60c subscription for The
Octofoil-but not the History "8
Stars to Victory.". Anyone desiring both membership in the Association and a History will have to
send $10 as heretofore. The only
change made was to allow membership without making a History
subscription mandatory.
Due to this typographical error
a few members have become confused and sent in their $5 membership fee expecting that amount
to also provide for a history. The
matter was discussed at th~ last
Board meeting and The Octofoil
was instructed to print this explanation.

By CPL. MARTIN CONNELLY

A .quarter of a .cent~ry ago
AmerIcan troops arrIved III England for the first time in history,
prepared to defend the democratic way of life. The first. contingent to set foot on British soil
was the 15th Enginee'r'Regiment,
f<>rebears of the present day 15th
Engineer Battalion, com bat
trouble - shooters for the crack
Ninth Division.
'
The late Major General Edgar
Jadwin commanded the regiment
when they arrived in England, and
his adjutant in '17 was a young
officer named Brehon Somerveil,
now Lieutenant General SomerveIl, Chief of Supply of the United
States Army.
THEY ARE READY

The history of the Ninth Division's .own engineers, the 15th
Engineering Battalion, has been
short but action packed, and toNo Dues-No OCTOFOIL
day the men of the outfit are
II
ready to be pioneers, cannoneers,
...... EW
or pontooneers, as the occasion de•..,
.~
mands, equally ready to build a
(Taken from June 20, 1945, bridge or to thl'OW down their tools
issue of The Ninth Division and jump into the thick of the
News.)
fight side by side with the doughC<>lonel William C. Westmore- boys in the line.
land, former Divi.sion Chief of TOUGH OUTFI.;f
Staff, now heads the 60th Infantry
A tough, compact little body of
regiment as regimental comman- combat soldiers, the unit is versed
LOGAN CIRCLE
del'.
-man by man-in the duties of
Leaving the Cathedral and reSixl feet tall, black-haired and Infantry, Artillery, Quarter.mas"
DRAMATIZE
SCIENCE
athle
I'
k'
h
'b
.
crossing 18th Street you f a c e ~ I C 00 mg,
e was orn III tel', Signal and Chemical Warfare
Logan Circle, one of Penn's five
From this location may be seen Saxon, South Carolina, on March tr.oops, and ready to prov-e its versquares and in early days a "pot- the Benjamin Franklin Institute 26, 1914. His present home ad- satile training wherever the going
ter's field." Later public €xecu- and Museum, facing 20th Street. dre'ss is in Pacolet Mills of the is toughest.
tions were carried out here. The Here the wonders of applied sci- same state. He attended the SparThe primary mission of the 15th
bronze figures surrounding the ence are dramatized for the lay- tan burg High School, went to the Engineering Battalion is, through
fountain r-epresent Philadelphia's man. Particularly appealing are Citadel at Charleston for one year their combat team attachments, to
three wate'rways _ the D-elaware, the numerous de'vices which the and then attended the U. S. Mili- increase the effectiveness of other
the Schuylkill and the Wissahic- visitor may operate for hims-elf. tary Academy at V{est Point, arms and - assist the Ninth Dikon.
The Institute is open daily except graduating in 1936.
vision in carrying out any and all
At 1801 Vine Street stands the Monday from 1 to G p. m.; Satur- BEGAN AT FORT SILL
battle objectives. There are three
new Municipal Court Building, days and holidays, 10 a .m. to 6
Colonel 'We'stmoreland began his basic purposes incorporated in
where the social..J:>ranches of the P. m. Admission is 30c. Connected active military career at Fort Sill, these assistances. First, it is the
Municipal Court, except the Wom- with the museum is the Fels Plan- Oklahoma, immediately after his job of the combat engineers to faen's Misdemeanants Division, are etarium, one of five planetaria in West Point graduation. He joined cilitate the advance of th-e entire
located.
the United States. Demonstrations the Ninth Division at Ft. Bragg division, by cutting wire entangleAcross the street, covering the are given every day at 3 and 8 :30 in Ma J', 1941 and has been with .ments either by hand or with the
entire block from 19th to 20th p. m., with extra shows Saturdays, the Division ever since. After hold- hastily improvised Bangalore toron Vine Street is the beautiful Sundays and holidays at 4 p. m.; ing the post of S-3 in the 34th pedoes, by removing obstacles,
Free Library, the design of the special chi.ldren's program on Sat- Field Artillery he commanded t'hat whatever th-ey may be, such as ferfacade patt-erned on that of the u'rdays at 11 a. m. (adults admit- Battalion through Tunisia and rying Infantrymen over streams
Ministry of Marin-e building' in ted). Admission is 30c.
Sicily.
with footbridge or raft and assault
'Paris. One of the largest library
Northwestward beyond
the
While in England in March, boat, and to maintain the mottoes
buildings in the world, the Logan Franklin Institute is the imposing 1944,he became Executiv~ Of- of both the Artillery and the
Library is renowned for its col- building {)f th~ Philadelphia eel' -of th~ Ninth Div. Artillery. In Quartermaster by assisting them
lecti.ons of rare books and original Board of Education and the gem- July ()f that same year he became to "Keep 'em rolling" over rivers
editions. Special de'partmentsare lik~ headquarters of the Philadel- a full-fledged colonel, taking a and impassabl-e roads.
devoted to children's books, music phia Council, Boy Scouts of Amer- total of only eight years to make IMPEDE THE ENEMY
and facilities for th-e blind. An ica.
the jump. from second lieutenant.
Secondl)', to impede the adIn. .S~ptemb.er he was appointed vance of the e'nemy. Hero8 the 15th
DIVISIOn ChIef of Staff. So far he Engineers have been trained to behas been. decorated with .the come artillerymen, operating their
Fr~'nch LegIon of· Ho~or (LegIO~- own light artillery anti-tank guns
nalre Grade), the LegIOn of Mel'lt, for protection of bridges and oband the Bronze Star.
stables constructed to hinder the
SPORTS-MINDED
enemy's advance.
A sports-enthusiast, Col. WrstThird major duty of Engineers
moreland expressed regrets at not is to provide shelter and comfort
being able, because of his full-time for troops.
duties, to actively participate in PICK COTTON
the variousgame~, b~t int:ends t.o . Along ,""ith these duties must be
encourage athletIcs ll1 hIS regI- mentioned the picking of fifty
ment to the fullest degree.
acres of cotton in R.ock Hill, South
MEETS OLD FRIEND
Carolina to start maneuvers -off,
La~t week wh.en the Colonel the fighting of a forest firo8 in the
visited the various companies he Great Smoky Mountains, for which
met Pfc. James Scott, whom he they were cited for activity over
hadn't seen in 15 years. Scott and above the line of duty by the
didn't recognize the Colonel until U. S. Department of Forestry, and
t~e Col_?n~l briefed him. Scott was last but not least, the present
shghtlyflabbergasted in finding a training.
h~me-town, boyI:0od acquaintance
When the moment of action is
WIth eagles on hIS shoulders.
near when everything depends on
"I am very please~ to ~et t?is split~s~cond efficiency, it is then
command and I conSIder It qUIte that the Division will call <>n its
an ~?nor given me by Gene~al Engineers and ask only "When can
,
Last month The OctoEoiI printed an interesting story written ~add, Col. Westmoreland saId. it be done'?" Time is the important
I am well aware of the 60th's element and as a result of the inby Martin Becker, 403 Rockaway Parkwey, Brooklyn 12 N. Y. in
which Becker outlined instances that occurred when th~detai1' he nn-e rec{)rd and I'~ as proud of it tense accent on speed the Comas .the .men are. III do ~y best to manding General of the Ninth Diwas on met the Russian troops. The aboTe' picture was one of the
maIntaIn that re'cord at Its present vision would upon a request for
.cen~s that took pl..ce otlthis memorable occasion as outlined
dramaticalll laat ~onth. .
"
-.
,
height."·
two hundred and fifty feet of

WHEN GO-DEVILS MET THE RUSSIANS

"GO-DEYI LS

GET A

COMMA.. . . DER

15TH ENGINEERS INSIGNIA

Simplicity is tIie keynote of
the design created for the 15th
Engineer
Battalion
insignia
which has diagonal fields of red
in the lower and white in upper
parts wi th a silver border and
division line. Red and white are
the colora of the Engineers.

bridge, receive an answer of ,three
minutes as an estimate {)f time,
-J
fro~' these, our fighting Engi-~;;,-cr.J4ii¥iitt-'
neers~ The cost of victory may be
~.
great, but greater is the cost, if,
through inability in any duty,
time is lost and the mission is a
failure. With the competent staff
of officers, non-commissioned of·
ficers or men led by Lt. Col. Frederic A. Henney, this, the new
15th Engineer Battalion, has al.
ready shown that "Drive On"
m-eans to new heights for the organization.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

WHERE YOU GONNA LIVE?
THAT'S A $64 QUESTION
When a prof essor remarked,
"In a broade'r sense what the ex·
G.I. should learn from the education program is h.ow to live." A .
Scranton, Pa., newspaper added
wryly: HAn other thing he might
like to know is where."
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

TOU RI NG TH E LAKES
One day Norman Ross, Chica·
go radio announcer and ex-l.ong
distance Ol:\Tmpic swimmer, was
swimming way out in the middle
of Lake Michigan taking a con·
stitutional. Eventually he started
hack to shore and when he got
fairly close, noticed that a big
crowd had gathel'ed and was
watching him from the beach.
Ross kne'W what was coming:
when he got to the beach he'd be
surrounded and bombarded with
"Ohs" .and "Ahs" and with a lot
of silly questions. So Ross swam
into the shallow water, stood up,'
shook himself and asked:
"What city is this'?"
Everybody hollered: "It's Chi.
cago."
Ross said: "Oh, hell.. I wanted
Milwaukee," dived back into the
lake and swam away.-Tide.
No Dues-No OCTOFOIL

BATTLES THE KRAUTS, BUT
FAINTS AT HIS WEDDING
Carmen Ciccarelli, a Pittsburgh
veteran ~ho fought with the 2nd
Armored Division through the
bloody pbases of the struggle for
th~ Si~gfried Line, fainted at his
wedding.
No.Dues-No OCTOFOIL
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